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Abstract
Methods for determining the stiffness and the first natural frequency of simple
Cable-Interlinked Systems (CIS) are presented in this thesis. A CIS consists of rigid
bodies interconnected by cables to form a mechanism. The cables are assumed
perfectly flexible and extensible and will thus sag. A simple CIS consists of a single
pivoted rigid bar connected at the other end by a cable to ground.
A nonlinear finite element model of an inextensible cable is developed and
used to determine the first natural frequency of a CIS for small oscillation about its
nonlinear equilibrium position. A computer program of Finite Element Method
(FEM) was written to analyze the static nonlinear equilibrium position and linear
dynamic vibration of the CIS. The reliability and utility of the simple theory is shown
by comparing the results to the FEM utilizing linear elements.
Introduction
The goal of this research effort is to gain an initial understanding of the
dynamics motion of Cable-Interlinked Systems (CIS) and to develop part of a unified
theory for designing and controlling cable-driven mechanisms.
Terminology in the appropriate cable dynamics is reviewed and introduced in
Chapter 1. The scopes of problems associated with cable-interlinked systems
addressed in the remainder of the thesis are defined. Illustrative examples of cable-
driven systems are briefly discussed in order to show the range of sizes and variety of
kinematics arrangements for this class of linkage.
Classical theory is utilized to determine profiles and forces of static cables in
Chapter 2. These solutions are compared to those derived in this thesis.
The basic CIS model is discussed in Chapter 2 to Chapter 5. The system
consists of a single flexible and extensible sagging cable that is fixed at the upper end
and a pivoted rigid bar is connected at the lower end. A finite element approach is
introduced in Chapter 3 to investigate the equilibrium and natural frequencies of a
single-span inclined cable which is fixed at both ends. The model is used to gain an
understanding on how the inertia of cable affects the vibration of the system. A
method to find the lowest natural frequency of the CIS is given in the second part of
Chapter 3. The element used retains the geometric nonlinearities of an actual cable
and allows for elastic deformation. Although finite element methods have proved to
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be useful in structural analysis, the large matrices that results are not conducive for
use in dynamic system simulations due to their computational expense. This is
particularly true if results of the simulation are to be used within a real time
controller. A simpler although less accurate model is developed in Chapter 4 and the
results from the modified method are compared with those obtained by the finite
element method resorted in chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the emphasis is on developing
models for the force-displacement characteristic of a cable and on presenting a
technique for converting the cable characteristic to a system characteristic. This is
done in part through the use of kinematics constraint equations. In Chapter 5 the
cable and system internal forces are modeled and combined with the results of
Chapter 4 to produce nonlinear dynamic system equations. Linearized forms of these
equations are used to predict natural frequencies. The theory is further extended to a
cable-interlinked system with two slowly moving cables in Chapter 6. The changes
of natural frequencies with changes in equilibrium configuration are given in Chapter
7.
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Chapter 1
Cable-Interlinked System (CIS)
1.1 Cable Interlinked System (CIS)
Cable-Interlinked Systems are composed of fairly rigid masses interconnected
by less rigid cables. The cable length and tension are controlled by actuators typically
located at one end of the cable. The control action is commonly the result of trying to
place a payload associated with a movable platform, at a particular pose. In some in-
stances, the force and moment loads placed by the payload onto an external body are
also of importance. To achieve these controlled actions or tasks various forms of sen-
sory information are utilized. The general problems and examples are discussed in
references [1-15].
1.1.1 Linkage: Open or Closed Kinematic Chains
Mechanical systems such as robotic manipulators consist of a sequence of
somewhat rigid bodies called links which are connected to one another by joints, or
kinematic pairs. An assemblage of interconnected links is called a kinematic chain.
A mechanism is formed when at least one of the links of the kinematic chain is held
fixed to the ground and any of its other links can move.
Traditionally, robotic manipulators are based on open kinematic-chain mecha-
nisms or serial linkages. The simplest forms of open kinematic chains consist of in-
terconnected links assembled in a serial manner so that each link is coupled to two
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other links except for the two terminal links. One of two terminal links is typically a
base link and the other terminal link is usually known as an end effector. Terminal
links are each coupled to only one other link.
Alternative forms of robotic manipulators use closed kinematic chains. In the
simplest forms of a closed-chain mechanism the two terminal links of what would
have otherwise been an open-chain mechanism are interconnected. In some cases two
or more closed chains are interconnected so as to be in a parallel arrangement.
Analogous to the end effector of the open chain is a link within the closed chain
nominally identified as a platform. Whereas a payload is manipulated by the end ef-
fector of the serial linkage it is moved by the platform within the parallel linkage.
Mechanical systems containing flexible cables that interlink neighboring rigid
bodies are the focus of this research. These systems are identified as cable interlinked
systems or CIS. Various arrangements of such system occur depending on the num-
ber of the cables and the locations of the connection points. Typically CISs are mul-
tiloop arrangements of closed kinematic chains. Only single loop systems are exam-
ined in this study.
1.1.2 Rigid Links and Deformable Cables
CISs are commonly used to carry and move payloads of various sizes and
weights. Compression loads are not transmitted through the cables because of their
large deformation. The result is that CIS are extremely load~adaptive. Their mem-
bers change geometry to accommodate changes in load patterns and magnitudes
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rather than increase stress levels. CISs differ from other closed chain manipulators in
that the cables can only maintain tensile loads. Large manipulators and material-
handling systems that used cables take advantage of the suspended weight to maintain
the cables extension relying upon gravity as a tensioning source, to maintain struc-
tural stability.
1.1.3 Cables Terminology
Cables, strings, chains and ropes are mechanical elements with the common
feature of being able to withstand large axial tensile forces but are incapable of with-
standing compressive forces. Chains contain somewhat rigid elements interconnected
by rotational joints. Ropes can be either chains or strings depending on the degree of
which the rope is affected by its weight. When the weight is such that the tension can
be taken as constant over the rope length the rope is called a string.
The flexibility of cables varies over a large range. Short large diameter cables
have properties similar to beams while long small diameter cables have very small
rotational stiffness. Transverse loading on flexible fixed end cables will thus result in
tensioned cable with curvature defined solely by the resulting cable extension and
with no resulting cable moments.
The sag associated with transverse loading in flexible cables distinguishes
four types of loading conditions. The classification is defined for inclined cables an-
chored at its two end points. Flexible cables with sags ranging from deep to taut will
be considered in this study.
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When the sag is large, the vertical components of the tension at the lower end
points is directed upward. This is called deep sag. The sag is said to be in transition
if the vertical tension component at the lower connection is equal to zero. The sag is
shallow if the vertical tension component at the lower connection is directed down-
ward. In the particular case where the cable is subject to tensions much larger than
the self weight of the cable, a very shallow sag occurs. In this case the deformed ca-
ble almost results in a straight line and is called a taut cable.
1.1.4 Platform and Cable Motions in a CIS
A general CIS consists of multiple masses interconnected by numerous cables
as shown in Figure 1.1.4-1. Changes in cable lengths result in changes in the pose of
the platforms. Each platform has its own inertial properties. The motions of the plat-
forms are kinematically constrained by the cable lengths and kinetically influenced by
both the static and dynamic cable tensions. Changes in cable length also affect the
vibrations of the cables. The natural frequencies of the cables, especially when they
are long and under low tension may be sufficiently low as to have a measurable ki-
netic effect on the moving platforms. As a result the motions of the platforms are al-
tered and influence the cable vibrations.
1.1.5 Actuation and Sensing
In addition to the cables and platforms o.ther major components of a CIS in-
clude the actuators and sensory devices. Actuators are devices for producing the mo-
tion of the various mechanical members and may be pneumatic, hydraulic or electri-
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cal in nature. They are in general coupled to the appropriate joints ofthe manipulator
either directly or indirectly. In the latter case gears, belts, chains, harmonic drives or
lead screws can be used. The cables in the CIS perform both as links within a ma-
nipulator or as a means to transmit power from actuators to the end effector.
Power transmissions and actuators lie at the heart of computer controlled
equipment for they must create, activate and transmit the initial impetus for moving
the system while serving as collection points for feedback control data. For respon-
sive, accurate power transmission the systems are typically of small size having low
inertial properties, minimal backlash, high effective stiffness, accurate and preferably
constant transmission ratio, and low energy losses.
Sensory devices are the elements that inform the system controller about he
status of the manipulator. The sensors provide instantaneous position and velocity
information about the individual links that can be fed back to the control unit to pro-
duce the proper control of the mechanical system. Force and tactile sensors are usu-
ally used for overload protection, path following, calibration, part recognition or as-
sembly work.
Cable length control in a cabled system is very similar to that found in other
computer-controlled manipulators with modifications associated with sensing and
control. Figure 1.1.5-1 is representative of typical implementation. Typically an ac-
tuator, in this case a direct-current torque motor, would be placed under the control of
a computer while transmitting power to a gear train. A gearbox or speed reducer
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would then convert the rotational motion to translation possibly using a winding drum
or spindle, a pulley and a guide mechanism to minimize tangling and to improve pre-
cision control. Changes in cable lengths result in changes in the position and orienta-
tion, or pose, of the moving platforms which are referred to as the platform in the fig-
ure. The pose and motion of the mass could be either directly measured, using for
example an interferometric method, or indirectly determined through the use of a
motor/gearbox and spindle encoder. Because of the potential problems associated
with low tension in the cables a loadcell or force gauge could also be utilized.
1.2 Applications Involving CIS
Traditionally CISs have been used to move heavy payloads large distances
and then place them with a modest degree of precision with minimal dexterity at a
destination. The two most well known systems being cranes, such as in Fig. 1.2-1(a)
and skilifts, such as in Fig. 1.2-1(b). More recently, with the maturing of the fields of
robotics and mechatronics, attempts to utilize CIS's in high precision or dexterous
tasks have occurred. The most well known ofthese being the Stewart Platform [14]..
1.2.1 Cable-Driven Stewart Platform
The Stewart Platform [Stewart 1965], a fully parallel manipulator with six
d.oJ., provides a possible and promising alternative manipulator design for applica-
tions where not only heavy dynamic loads and high operating speeds occur but where
positions is also desired. Cable-Driven Stewart Platforms (CDSP), as shown in Fig-
ure 1.2.1-1, use wire ropes or cables to interconnect the base with the platform, as-
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suring large vertical workspaces. This is distinguished from the more conventional
Stewart Platforms which use hydraulic cylinders capable of withstanding both tensile
and compressive forces. The Cable-Driven Stewart Platform was simultaneously dis-
covered at NIST [Dagatakis et a11988] and the Ben Franklin Institute.
1.2.2 Other CISs
CISs can be used to obtain variable and controllable amounts of stiffness and
resistance or compliance. In Figure1.2.2-1(a), a one-dimensional translation CIS is
shown. If the two cables are each actuated, the actuator forces may be controlled to
the assign position X and the impedance at x. In a similar manner rotation can be
controlled in the device of Figure 1.2.2-1(b). In Figure 1.2.2-1(c) the redundant ac-
tuation can be used to control portions of the systems appariant stiffness while con-
trolling its planar position x,y, () .
1.3 Single-Cable and Two-Cable Planar Systems
Two classes of planar CISs will be examined in this thesis. Planar systems are
composed of cables and masses which lie in a single plane and that plane includes the
gravity vector.
In the first of the two classes a single-cable system as shown in Figure 1.3-
l(a) is examined. The upper end of the cable is either fixed or wrapped around a
pulley to vary the cable length while the lower end is connected to a pivoted rigid bar.
This system is the simplest form of CIS and discussed in Chapter 2 to Chapter 4. The
second class of CISs examined uses two cables and is shown in Figure 1.3-1(b). The
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connection points are on both ends of the rigid mass. Two of the three pose variables,
X, Y, e are potentially controllable; the third being determined by kinematic con-
straints and kinetics. Tensions in the cables are in opposition to the gravity vector
and in the same plane. Equilibrium positions and natural frequencies for this system
are examined using a generalization of the approach developed for the single-cable
planar system. The analysis is given in Chapter 6. A series of equilibrium positions
and natural frequencies of a material handling model which include the application of
both single and two-cable planar systems are then determined in Chapter 7 by using
the previously derived method.
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Figure 1.1.4-1 A General CIS
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Figure 1.2.1-1 Cable-Driven Stewart Platforms(CDSP)
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Chapter 2
Static Profile of A Suspended Cable
The classical methods of determining the static profile of an incline suspended
cable are reviewed in this chapter [9]. The static profile of the cable is first expressed
in Cartesian coordinates and numerical methods are used to determine the unknown
reaction forces. The forces and displacements at the ends of the cable are used in
Chapter 4 to determine the cable stiffness and associated stiffness matrices.
2.1 The Catenary
The configuration of a single-incline suspended cable is shown in Figure 2.1-
1. When the weight of the cable is uniformly distributed along the arc length of a ca-
ble segment, force equilibrium of any isolated span of the cable, as shown in Figure
2.1-2 requires that
dTv ds
-=-mg-
dx dx
(2.1-1a)
(2.1-1b)
where TH and Tv are the horizontal and vertical components of cable tension respec-
tively, and mg is the mass of the cable segment per unit length. TH and Tv along
with : are unknowns. Equation (2.1-1a) indicates that the horizontal component of
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tension is constant throughout the span. The horizontal and vertical tensions are re-
lated through geometry by
(2.1-2)
while differential changes in position along the cable are related to changes in Carte-
sian coordinates by
or
(2.1-3)
Substituting from Eq.(2.1-2) into Eq,(2.1-1b) and making use ofEq.(2.1-3) results in
1
d2y mg [ (dy)2]2
-+- 1+ - =0dx 2 T dxH
(2.1-4)
the equation for the well-known Catenary profile. The boundary conditions y = 0 at x
= 0 and y = 1tan () at x = 1in Figure 2.1-1 are used to obtain the solution for the ca-
ble profile
y(xl = ~~ {COSh(a+ p) -COS{a +~1-2 ~)]}
where the non-dimensional parameters a and fJ are
mgl{J=-
2TH
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(2.1-5)
(2.1-6a)
(2.1-6b)
Both parameter f3 and a are relating to the horizontal tension component TH •
2.2 Unknown Reaction Forces
The static profile, as defined by Eq.(2.1-5) requires knowledge of the poten-
tially unknown horizontal tension TH • A means of numerically determining TH is
now presented base on the procedure first presented in [9].
Differentiation of Eq.(2.1-5) with respect to x followed by substituting the re-
sults into Eq.(2.l-2), allows the vertical component of the tension to be expressed by
(2.2-1)
The total tension is then determined from
(2.2-2)
Substituting for y from Eq.(2.1-5) into Eq.(2.1-3) and integrating the results over the
cable span while using the boundary condition s = 0 at x = 0, the length of the strained
profile s as a function ofx is given by
(2.2-3a)
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The length of the strained cable S is obtained by putting x = I in Eq.(2.2-3a) and re-
suIts in
S = :~[sinh(a +p) - sinh(a - p)]
From Hooke's law, the cable tension an elongation are related through
T= EA(~-lJdso
(2.2-3b)
(2.2-4)
Thus, the unstrained profile length So and strained profile length s are related by
dso 1
ds - 1+T(s) / EA
ds
Applying the chain rule to ;;, results in
dso _ dso ds
dx - ds dx
(2.2-5)
(2.2-6)
., dso ds .SubstItutmg for ds from Eq.(2.2-5) and dx from Eq.(2.l-3) mto Eq.(2.2-6) results
m
dso 1 ~dy)2
dx = 1+T / EA VI+ ,,:~) (2.2-7)
Integration of Eq.(2.2-7) with boundary conditions So =0 at x =0 and So =So at
x =I, then results in
So Tva - TVB 1 [ (Tva) (TVB )]
-- -- T + - T - - TI - mgl 2EA H mgl a mgl B
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(2.2-8)
where subscripts 0 and B represent the values at points 0 and B, respectively. Sub-
stituting for TVB ' Tvo from Eq.(2.2-1) and To, TB from Eq.(2.2-2) allows Eq.(2.2-8) to
be expressed by
~o = ;;1[sinh(a +p) - sinh(a - p)]
+ TH1_El [mgl +THsinh(a +p) cosh(a +p) - THsinh(a - p) cosh(a - p)] (2.2-9a)mg :A
Using the expression of the strained cable length 8 from Eq.(2.2-3b), Eq.(2.2-9a) is
written as
80 = 8
1 1
+ TH1_El [mgl + THsinh(a +p) cosh(a +p) - THsinh(a - p) cosh(a - p)] (2.2-9b)~ :A .
Equation (2.2-9a) is a nonlinear function of the variable TH that can be solved
numerically using Newton's method. The vertical component of the tension is ob-
tained by substituting the solution for TH into Eq.(2.2-1). When the horizontal com-
ponent of the tension TH is very large compared to the weight of the cable, mgso' the
non dimensional parameters p and a of Eqs.(2.1-6) tend to zero. In this case,
Eq.(2.2-9b) becomes
or
80 8 TH
-=-+-
IlEA
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(2.2-lOa)
(2.2-10b)
Since the cable is taut, 1~ So cosO and Eq.(2.2-10b) becomes
~A(So -S)= THcosO= T
o
(2.2-11)
The stiffness of the cable being equal to the stiffness ofan elastic bar with unstretched
length So' When the horizontal tension, TH , is not very large compared to the weight
of the cable the stiffness of the cable is much smaller as detailed below.
2.3 Sag
Of particular interest in CIS is the role of cable sag on CIS dynamics. Cables
are classified by their degree of sag as being either shallow, transition or deep sag-
ging. Shallow sag cables result when light cables are placed at high horizontal ten-
sion and deep sag cables result when heavy cables are loaded with low horizontal ten-
sion. The vertical tension on the lower cable connection of a deep-sag cable is nega-
tive indicating that the lowersupport carries a portion of the cable weight.
The location of the maximum sag is founded by differentiation of Eq.(2.1-5)
and setting the result to zero
dy
-=0dx
Solving for x, the maximum sag is found to be occurs at
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(2.3-1)
(2.3-2)
When a is less than p, the maximum sag occurs between the supports at
x < 1. This is referred to as a deep-sag profile. If p is less than a, Eq.(2.3-2) im-
plies that x > 1 and the maximum sag occurs outside the actual cable region. Thus a
shallow-sag profile results. The transition between deep and shallow sag occurs when
a = p resulting in a zero-slope solution occurring at x =1.
2.4 Examples of Static Equilibrium Positions for Single Suspended
Cables
Three 3/16" aircraft cables made using a 6x19 braiding, an elastic modulus of 14
X 106 Ib/in.2 and a weight per unit length of 0.055 lb/ft. are suspended as shown in
Figure 2.1-1.
The horizontal span of the cables is 100 in. with an inclination angle of e=400 •
The cables have the unstretched cable lengths given in Table 2.4-1. The self-weight
of the cables cause strained profiles to occur. Eq.(2.2-9) is solved numerically to ob-
tain the horizontal tension TH • The vertical tension TVB is next obtained by substi-
tuting the resulting TH in Eq.(2.2-1). In each case, the values of a and p are evalu-
ated by Eqs.(2.1-6a) and (2.1-6b) and the results are tabulated in Table 2.4-1.
So (in.) TH (lbr) TVB (lbr) a p Sag
132.33 0.6155 0.2369 0.7482 0.3723 Shallow (a > p)
137.27 0.3223 . 0 0.7109 0.7109 Transition (a = p)
143.33 0.2379 -0.0706 0.6707 0.9633 Deep (a <p)
Table 2.4-1 Deep and Shallow Sag Cable Profile.
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Increasing the cable length increases its weight and decreases the vertical ca-
ble tension, TVB ' A positive vertical force TVB indicates that the force is acting
downward pulling the cable taut and producing a shallow sag cable. A negative verti-
cal force TVB indicates that the force is acting upward. The cable support carries a
portion of the cable weight and a deep sag cable profile occurs.
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Figure 2.1-1 Configuration of a Single-Inclined Suspended Cable
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T +-dy
V dy
Figure 2.1-2 An Isolated Element of a Cable
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Chapter 3
Finite Element Method - BAR ELEMENTS
The use of finite element method to model a cable which has one fixed end
and a second end constrained by a mechanical linkage is discussed in this chapter.
The procedures shown utilized bar elements. In Chapter 4, an improved procedure
using cable elements is presented. The cable is first modeled as a combination of bar
elements. Each bar is assumed to be uniform, linearly elastic, pin-connected to nodes
at its ends, and axially loaded. Standard finite element method procedures are used in
the formation of element stiffness matrices, assembly of element stiffness matrices to
form a structural stiffness matrix, imposition of boundary or support conditions and
constraint onto the structural stiffness matrix. Since the deformation of the cable un-
der static loading is quite significant, large nonlinear displacements of the bar ele-
ments should and do occur. The resulting simultaneous nonlinear equations are then
solved to obtain nodal quantities such as displacements and reaction forces.
A method to form elemental mass matrices is presented and techniques similar
to those used for stiffness are used to obtain a reduced system mass matrix. The full
nonlinear equations of motion for free vibration are derived and linearized. The re-
sulting eigenvalue problem is then solved. The solution results in frequencies and
modes associated with small oscillations about the equilibrium configuration. A few
example cases are presented to illustrate the use of the method and the results are
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rows and the last two columns of the structural stiffness matrix. We call K 12 the Re-
duced Structural Stiffness matrix. For ease of reading, K 12 is replaced by K r' D N
by Dr and PM by Pr where the subscripts r indicate the matrices are in reduced
form. Equation (3.3-3) becomes
(3.3-4)
3.4 Equilibrium Positions and Forces
In the case of small deformation, the coefficients of the Reduced Structural
Stiffness matrix are constant and the system of equations given by Eq.(3 .3-4) are
tYpically solved using Gaussian elimination. However, for the case of a cable, large
displacements may occur because of the cables self weight and when external loads
are applied. The coefficients of the stiffness matrix are no longer constant, they are
functions of the active nodal displacements. In these cases, the Newton-Raphson (N-
R) method may be used to solve the resulting nonlinear equations.
3.4.1 Newton-Raphson (N-R) Method
A simple one degree of freedom problem is first considered so as to outline
the method. The stiffness of the spring shown in Figure 3.4.1-1 is assumed to be
nonlinear and is composed of a constant term koand a term kN that depends on the
axial displacement u. The displacement u is caused by load P and is given by the
equation
(ko +kN)u =P where kN =k(u)
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(3.4.1-1)
Imagine that the load PA is applied to the spring and the corresponding displacement
UA occurs. Equation (3.4.1-1) becomes
(3.4.1-2)
The load is now increased to a value PB and the corresponding displacement UB is to
be determined. A truncated Taylor series expansion of P = p(u) about uA is
(3.4.1-3)
where
(3.4.1-4)
The factor k/ is called the tangent stiffness. To determine the actual displacement,
becomes
(3.4.1-5)
where we define PB - PA as a load imbalance. The load imbalance results in the need
for a further displacement suggesting the use of an iterative procedure. This solution
process is depicted in Figure 3.4.1-2. After computing ~ul' the displacement esti-
mate is updated to u\ = UA + ~u\' For the next"iteration, a new tangent stiffness (k/)\
is obtained by use of Eq.(3.4.1-4) with u = U1 • The updated displacement estimate is
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The method discussed above can extend directly to multiple d.o.f. cases by
simply replacing k =ko +kN in the above analysis by K r =Ko + KN, P becomes Pr , U
becomes Dr and kt becomes K.. In a multi-d.o.f. problem, N-R iteration involves re-
peated solutions of the equations at thejth cycle and thus KtjW j+\ = Mlj , where the
tangent-stiffness matrix K. and load imbalance Ml are updated after each cycle. The
solution process seeks to reduced the load imbalance, and consequently W j' to
zero. A good estimate for the initial displacements is necessary to ensure the conver-
gence of the solution [1].
3.4.2 A Computational Algorithm
The following algorithm used to obtain an equilibrium position is equally well
suited to a system of three nodes to that of fifty nodes. First, the structural matrices
K, P and D are formed from the elemental matrices and they are reduced to form Kr ,
Pr and Dr. The equilibrium analysis is begun with an estimate for the initial dis-
placements, DrO which is felt to be fairly accurate. In the case where the only external
forces acting on the cable are its own weight Pr, the corresponding displaced Dr is
found by iteration as follows. Computational details are subsequently explained.
Starting with j = 0
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1. Form the reduced structure stiffness matrix K r' and the tangent-stiffness
J
matrix K t j of the structure for the current configuration Drj .
2. Use displacements Drj to determine the resisting loads p~ using the equa-
tion P~ = -K IjD rj' The loads P~ are those applied to the structural
nodes by the deformed elements.
3. Solve for displacement increments ilD j+i and update Dr as
Drj+i=Drj+Wj+i where ilDj+i=Ktj-i(Pr+P~)' The net loads
Pr +P~ result from an imbalance between the external applied and inter-
nally generated nodal loads. The load imbalance drives the structure to-
ward a configuration that reduces the imbalance. In an equilibrium con-
figuration, the imbalance is zero.
4. Check for convergence: for example, check to see if
IILlDj+ill ~ eilD j+ill where e is a small number chosen by knowing the accu-
racy of the solution needed. If the algorithm has not converged, return to
step 1.
3.4.3 Obtain the Unknown Reactions Forces
After the active nodal displacements Dr are solved by the computation algo-
rithm provided in the last section, substitutes it for DN in Eq.(3.4-2b). This results in
an equation
that can be used to determine the unknown reaction forces PN = [PI qi P4 q4 ]
for the three element case considered above.
Example 3.4.3-1
A FORTRAN program is written to carry out the above algorithm to determine the
equilibrium position of a 3/16" cable which has the same configuration as that given
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in example 2.4-1. Alternative solutions are obtained upon dividing the cable into ten,
twenty, or fifty elements of equal length.
Solution:
The external forces acting on the nodes are the cable self weight. Thus, the
horizontal forces components Pi are zero and the vertical forces components q; are
mg°L.
equal to 2 I ° SoThe value of Li is constant and equal to N' In the example val-
ues of So= 132.33 in., 137.27 in. and 143.33 in. as in example 2.2-1 are used.
. The solution converges after fourteen iterations. The resulting reaction forces
are compared with those of example 2.2-1 through the use of Table 3.4-1. The rela-
tive error between the finite element method utilizing bar elements and the exact so-
FEM-EXACT
lution is shown in parenthesis. The error is defined by EXACT in percent
where FEM are the results of the procedure defined in this section and EXACT are the
results base on Section 2.2 used in Example 2.2-1.
Shallow Sag Transition Sag Deep Sag
TH TVB TH TVB TH TVB
(Ibe) (lbe) (Ibe) (Ibe) (Ibe) (lbe)
Obtained in 0.6155 0.2369 0.3223 0 0.2379 -0.0706
Example 2.2-1
10 Elements 0.6123 0.2341 0.3204 0.0017 0.2365 -0.0720
(0.52%) (+1.18%) (+0.59%) (+0.17%) (+0.59%) (+1.98%)
20 Elements 0.6148 0.2363 0.3219 0.0004 0.2375 -0.0705
(0.11%) (+0.25%) (+0.12%) (+0.04%) (+0.17%) (+0.14%)
50 Elements 0.6155 0.2368 0.3222 0.0000 0.2378 -0.0706
(0.00%) (+0.04%) (+0.03%) (+0.00%) (+0.04%) (+0.00%)
Table 3.4-1
Simply Hanged Cables Modeled by Different Number of Bar Elements
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Observe that when more elements are used to model the cable, more accurate
answers can be obtained. When fifty elements are used, the percentage error is very
small for all types of sag profiles and therefore the result are considered to be exact.
3.5 Static Profile of a One Cable-Interlinked Planar System
To detennine the static profile of a one cable-interlinked system, a method
similar to the simply hanged cable discussed above is used. The primary difference is
the way in which the constraint at the lower end of the cable is imposed. For three
bar elements case considered above, four single-point constraints were used to specify
that the known displacements of the two ends of the cable were zero. For the single
CIS, the lower end of the cable is kinematically constrained by the pivoted rigid bar,
thus the lower end of the bar can only move in a circle with a radius equal to the
length of the bar. This is known as a multipoint constraint. The multipoint constraint
is imposed on both the node and its associated elemental force-displacement equation
prior to the construction of the structural stiffness matrix. The affect of the multipoint
constraint is a transformation of two nodal coordinates into a single coordinate and
results in a reduction of the number of coordinates by one. Recall each fixed or sin-
gle-point constraint reduces the number of coordinates by two.
The transformation matrix is now found by investigating the location of point
B in Figure 3.5-1. The location ofpoint B can be expressed in the 02 coordinate by
H = Rox + /2 cos02
V = Roy + /2 sin02
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(3.5-1a)
(3.5-1b)
A small variation ofEq.(3.5-1a) and Eq.(3.5-1b) results in
(3.5-2a)
(3.5-2b)
which is written in matrix form as
(3.5-3)
where dp = [bH OVY and TR = [-112 sine.02].2cos 2
If N bar elements are used to model the cable, then the element displacement vector
for the last element is
(3.5-4a)
where
(3.5-4b)
The coordinates of Eq.(3.5-4) are not independent as noted by Eq.(3.5-2). Selecting
the independent coordinates as UN' VN and 802 results in the element displacement
vector
The relation between the global dN and local d'N is given by
(3.5-5)
UN 1 0
vN 0 1
=
uN+\ 0 0
V N+1 0 0
o
o
-12 sinO2
12 cosO2
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(3.5-6)
Thus (3.5-7)
where the transformation matrix T is given by
0 1 0
0 0 1
T= 0 0 -12 sinB2
0 0 12 cosB2
(3.5-8)
Using Eq.(3-1.12), the transformed element stiffness matrix for the last element is
(3.5-9)
and the transformed element load vector is
(3.5-10)
The structural stiffness matrix and the structural load vector are constructed in the
same way as before. Upon imposing the support condition at the upper end of the ca-
ble, the structural matrices can be converted to their reduced form. The resulting
equilibrium position is determined by the Newton-Raphson method as described in
the previous section.
Example 3.5-1
In the first of three examples the weight of the pivoted rigid bar is equal to the
total cable mass (M2 / mSo= 1) and the relative position of the cable and bar pivots
is given by Rox = 197 in. while Roy = 0 in. The cable parameters are: mg = 0.055
lbm/ft, cable cross-section diameter = 3/16", elastic modulus E = 14 x 1061b/in2• The
length of the bar is 140 in. An assumed profile of a basic cable-interlinked system is
shown in figure 3.5-1. Initially 12 is set equal to the unstretched cable length So' In
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this example, So = 180 in. and the initial angle of the connection point B to the hori-
zontal thus becomes 82 =118.730 •
Solution:
The solution procedures are the same as example 3.4.3-1. The values of 82
and the internal forces Fcx and FCY at equilibrium for different number of elements
used are tabulated below
10 Elements 20 Elements 50 Elements
Fcx lbe 0.2987 0.3003 0.3007
FCY lbe -0.0441 -0.0428 -0.0421
82 rad. 2.1556 2.1556 2.1556
Table 3.5-1 CIS Modeled by Different Number of Bar Elements
By varying the mass of the bar so that M2 / mSo = 0.1, 10 and repeating the
analysis of Table 3.5-1 results in the data presented in Table 3.5-2 with the associated
profiles shown in Figures 3.5-2.
10 Elements 20 Elements 50 Elements
Fcx lbe 0.1624 0.1630 0.1632
FCY lbe -0.1455 -0.1435 -0.1447
82 rad. 2.2929 2.2929 2.2929
(a) Light.Bar (M2 / mSo =0.1)
10 Elements 20 Elements 50 Elements
Fcx lbe 1.608 1.614 1.616
FCY lbe 1.123 1.129 1.131
82_ rad. 2.066 2.066 2.066
(b) Heavy Bar(M2 /mSo=19)
Table 3.5-2 CIS with Different Bar Weight Modeled by Different Number ofBar Ele-
ment
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These results of Tables 3.5-1 and 3.5-2 are verified through the use of the exact analy-
sis methods presented in Chapter 2. For the case of (M2 / mSo=1) the 50 element
model results in the end of the cable being located at H =119.71 in. and V =116.73
in. Using the exact analysis method of Chapter 2 based on a cable oflength So at-
tached to the fixed points defined by I == H and () =tan-I (~) , an a =0.7727 and
fJ = 0.9121 are found indicating a deep sag cable that is near transitional. The addi-
tional sag is caused by the compliance provided by converting the end point con-
straint from a single point constraint to a multipoint constraint. The resulting tensions
being equal to those obtained using the finite element method and shown in the mid-
dIe row_of Table 3.5-3.
In the two cases of M2 / mS0 = 0.1,10 the lower end of the cable becomes 10-
cating at H =104.47 in., V =105.06 in. and H =130.49 in., V =123.19 in. respec-
tively. Repeating the analysis of Chapter 2 for these two cases results in exactly the
same tensions as in Table (3.5-3). The values a =0.6680, fJ =1.4666 and
a =0.8374, P= 0.1850 respectively indicating that the cables are in deep sag and in
shallow sag respectively. The resulting tensions being equal to those found using the
Finite Element Method.
MimSo H (in.) V (in.) Fcx (lbf) FCy(lbf) a p Sag
0.1 104.47 105.06 0.1632 -0.1447 0.6680 1.4666 Deep
1 119.71 116.73 0.3007 -0.0421 0.7727 0.7758 Deep
10 130.49 123.19 1.6160 1.1310 0.8374 0.1850 Shallow
Table 3.5-3 Equilibrium Forces Determined by the Analysis Using in Chapter 2
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3.6 Dynamics of a Suspended Cable
If a uniform conservative cable that is simply hanged from both ends and is
modeled as a chain of bar elements is given a slight disturbance from its equilibrium
position, the linearized equation of motion for each element in the chain is given by
i = 1, ... ,N (3.6-1)
The ith element mass matrix is given by m i and the ith element tangential stiffness
matrix is given by k ti • The coefficients of k ti are constant and are readily obtained
from the solution of the equilibrium profile. The N equations of (3.6-1) can be com-
bined to form a dynamic system equation utilizing a structural tangential stiffness
matrix K. and a reduced structural mass matrix Mr.
3.6.1 Element Mass Matrix
The element mass matrix m i is obtained by lumping the mass of each element
at the nodes i and i+1. Assuming the length of each element is equal to 0Li and the
mass per unit length of the cable is equal to p, the mass of the element is equal to
pOLi • The mass lumped at each node is equal to pOLi /2. Recalling that
di = [U i Vi Ui+\ Vi+\r'the element mass matrix becomes
(3.6-2)
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3.6.2 Structure mass matrix
The structure mass matrix is obtained in a similar way as the structure stiff-
ness matrix described in section 3.3. It can be symbolized as M ~Lmi' For the
three bar model given in the previous section, the structure mass matrix is given by
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0mil
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0m22
0 0 I 2 0 0 0 0 0m33 + mIl
0 0 0 I 2 0 0 0 0m44 +m22M= 2 3 0
(3.6.2-1)
0 0 0 0 m33 +mll 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0m44 + m22
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0m33
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3m44
where
I I I I pOLl
mIl = m22 =m33 = m44 =--2
2 2 2 2 pOL2
mIl = m22 = m33 = m44 =--2 (3.6.2-2)
3 3 3 3 pOL3
mil = m22 = m33 = m44 =--2
4 4 4 4 pOL4
mIl = m22 = m33 = m44 =--2
3.6.3 Reduced Structural Mass Matrix
By imposing the boundary condition to the nodes that are inactive, the struc-
ture mass matrix is reduced to a 4 by 4 matrix from the original 8 by 8 matrix by sim-
ply removing the fIrst two rows and the fIrst two columns as well as the last two rows
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and the last two columns of the element mass matrix given by Eq.(3.6.2-1). The re-
sulting mass matrix Mr is given by
I 2 0 0 0m 33 + mil
0 I 2 0 0m 44 +m22M = 2 3 (3.6.3-1)r 0 0 m 33 + mIl 0
0 0 0 2 3m 44 +m22
3.6.4 Equations of Motion and Associated Natural Frequencies
The N equations ofmotion for the single element given in Eq.(3.6-1) are com-
bined into a single system equations of motion upon combining the &I into bD and &i
into tID resulting in
Assume that the time dependence of the active nodal d.oJ. bD is of the form
bD = <l>sinrot
Eq.(3.6.4-1) leads to the general eigenvalue problem given by
(3.6.4-1)
(3.6.4-2)
(3.6.4-3)
The solution of Eq.(3.6.4-3) provides the natural frequencies ro and associated mode
shape <I> for small motions about the nonlinear equilibrium position.
3.7 Dynamics of CIS
For the one CIS, the element equations of motion of the cable are the same as
given by Eq.(3.6-1). The element mass matrices of the cable are the same as Eq.(3.6-
2) except for the last element of the cable and it is given by
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pOLN /2 0 0
mN = 0 pOLN /2 0 (3.7-1)
0 0
pOLN 2
-2-/2 +Ib
where I b is the moment of inertia of the rigid bar about the pivoted point O2 and is
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Figure 3.1-1 Incline Cable Modeled by Three Bar Elements
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pFigure 3.4.1-1 A Nonlinear Spring
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Figure 3.4.1-2 N-R Solution for UB caused by PB, Starting from Point A.
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The variation in the generalized force bQR results from the change in angular posi-
tion of the bars b()2 as if it were moving against a rotational spring of stiffness K R •
That is
where
(4.4.1-8)
(4.4.1-9)
As the size ofTR is 2 by 1 and Kp is 2 by 2, the size ofKR is 1 by 1
4.4.2 Equilibrium Position
The equilibrium position of the system is found by equating the moment about
the bar pivot due to its own weight to that due to the rotational spring. Thus at equi-
librium Mcable = M bar • The moment due to the cable is found from
(4.4.2-1)
while that from the bar is found from
(4.4.2-2)
If equilibrium does not occur than an unbalanced moment of
(4.4.2-3)
occurs. The moments resulting from Fcx and Fey are dependent on the kinemati-
cally contrained variables 11 , (), and ()2' The cable and the bar are interlinked to form
a loop as shown in Figure (3.5-1),. Through the loop closure of 0I02B, the general..
ized coordinates are constrained by
(4.4.2-4)
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11 sinOI -12 sin02 - ROY = 0
Squaring Eqs.(4.4.2-4) and (4.4.2-5) and adding together, results in
while solving Eq. (4.4.2-5) for ~' results in
(4.4.2-5)
(4.4.2-6)
(4.4.2-7)
Eqs.(4.4.2-6) and (4.4.2-7) may be used to solve for the variables 1] and 0] if O2 IS
specific.
The equilibrium values of 1],0],O2 , Fcx and FCyare found through the use of
the stiffness Eq.(4.4.1-9), the constraint Eqs.(4.4.2-6) and (4.4.2-7) and Eqs.(2.2-1)
and (2.2-8). These five equations are nonlinear in the five unknowns. Their solution
requires an iteration numerical procedure detailed below.
1. Start by treating O2 as an independent variable and assign to it a realistic
guess of the O2 that occurs in the resulting profile, 0;. A realistic value,
for example, assumes all cables have no sag..
2. Use Eqs.(4.4.2-6) and (4.4.2-7) to solve the values of 1/and 0/ wherej is
the iteration cycle.
3. Substitute the values 1/ and ~j into Eq.(2.2-8) and solve it numerically to
obtain Fc/. Fc/ is then computed by using Eq.(2.2-1).
4. Update the stiffness matrix K/with 11k ,~k and the transformation matrix
TR k with O2k. Then evaluate the rotational stiffness KR by Eq.(4.4.1-9).
5. Use Eq. (4.4.2-3) to evaluate the imbalance moment 8Mj about O2
caused from forces Fcx ,Fey and the weight of the rigid bar.
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6. Use Eq.(4.4.l-8) to evaluate the correction value 8B/ required to reduce
the unbalanced moment 8M j . If the absolute value of 8B2 j is smaller
than a very small constant E, let say 10-3, than stop the iteration, otherwise
go to step 2 and repeat the iteration with the new value of B/+1 where
B/+1 =B/ +8B/ .
Example 4.4.2-1 Static Equilibrium Position Example
In the first of these examples, it is assumed that the weight of the rigid bar is
equal to the total cable mass (MimSo= 1). The initial position of connection point B
is selected by assuming that the cable is non-sagging and has an unstretched length So
= 180 in., this results in an initial values of (}2 =119.760 or 2.0903 radians. Pro-
ceeding through the algorithm results in the following table of values.
Iteration cycle, j 0 1 2 3 4 5
B/(rad) 2.0903 2.1185 2.1477 2.1566 2.1553 2.1556
~)(rad) 0.7614 0.7666 0.7715 0.7730 0.7728 0.7728
l/(in) 14.6782 14.3583 14.0244 13.9224 13.9372 13.9338
Fe/ (lbf) 0.5895 0.4044 0.3173 0.2988 0.3014 0.3007
Fe/(lbf) 0.4956 0.03915 -0.02949 -0.04352 -0.0416 -0.0421
K/ (lbf in/rad) 2006.28 722.00 390.57 337.98 344.81 343.20
oM) -4.7092 -1.7596 -0.2896 0.0362 -8.544E-3 1.871E-3
oB/ 0.02817 0.02925 8.899E-3 -1.286E-3 2.973E-4 -6.54IE-5
Table 4.4.2-1 Iteration Steps for the Solution.
Observe that the unbalance moment 8M j and the correction value 8B/ in Table
4.4.2-1 become very small in a few iterations as the system is driven by the algorithm
to the static equilibrium position. From Eqs.(2.1-6), the equilibrium of
a = 0.7727 and f3 = 0.9121 (a < f3) indicates a deep-sagging cable. The equilibriUm
profile is shown in the Figure 4.4.2-1.
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Three additional cases are now examined; one where the mass of the bar
equals one tenth the cable mass (MimgSo = 0.1) , a second where it is ten times the
cable mass (MimgSo = 10) and a third where it is a hundred times the cable mass
(MimgSo= 100). The equilibrium positions for these three cases are shown in Figure
4.4.2-1. The corresponding numerical results are listed and compared with that of the
previous case in Table 4.4.2-2. For the cases where MimgSo = 0.1 and 1, a deep sag-
ging cable result while for the cases where the mass ratios equal to 10 and 100, a
shallow sagging cable results.
MimSo= 0.1 MimSo=1 MimSo= 10 MimSo=100
B2(rad) 2.2928 2.1556 2.0658 2.0618
~(rad) 0.7882 0.7728 0.7566 0.7558
/\ (in) 148.17 167.21 179.46 180.00
Fex (lbf) 0.1633 0.3007 1.6164 14.810
Fer (lbf) -0.1446 -0.0421 1.1308 13.549
K
R
(lbf in/rad) 96.731 343.20 37560 l.3780E6
a 0.6681 0.7727 0.8374 0.8401
fJ 1.4664 0.9121 0.1850 0.0203
Type of Sag Deep Sag Deep Sag Shallow Sag Shallow Sag
Table 4.2.2-2 Numerical Values at Equilibrium for Different Mass Ratio.
4.5 Equation of Motion - Massless Cable
The equation of motion for any dynamical system can be derived from the
principle of virtual work applied
(4.5-1)
where OW; is the virtual work of the inertia forces and ~ is the virtual work of the
applied forces. The virtual work of the workless constraint forces is equal to zero
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and, consequently, such forces do not need to be included within the calculations used
in the reductions implied by Eq.(4.5-1). In this analysis, the virtual work associated
with the inertial forces of the cable are assumed to be zero and that the virtual work
associate with the inertial forces of the bar is not zero. In section 4.6 the virtual work
associated with the affect of the mass of the cable is included. The system shown in
Figure 3.5-1 is converted to an equivalent system by replacing the cable with con-
straint forces as shown in Figure 4.4-1. The virtual work of the inertial forces associ-
ated with the bar are found after the allowable variations in position of the bar center
of mass and the acceleration ofthe bar center ofmass are determined. The position of
the center of mass is given by
where O2' = °2 +11°2 , O2 is the equilibrium angle between the rigid bar and the hori-
zontal and 11°2 are incremental changes in angle about the equilibrium. It follows
that
. [/l2'..
Xc =--2-sm02 ,
and that the acceleration of the center ofmass is
. [/f ·Yc =-2-COS02
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.. l/j2" "lif."
Yc =-2-cosB2 --2-smB2
The virtual work of the inertia forces and moments associated with the rod are then be
written as
which upon simplification becomes
The virtual work of the external forces is given by
Observe that the virtual work of the reactions Rx and Ry are equal to zero since the
virtual change in the position vector of point O2is equal to zero. Application of
Eq.(4.5-1) leads to
(4.5-2a)
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where the common factor of 8B2• has been removed. Upon considering small oscil-
lations about the equilibrium position, and usmg the expansion
where
(4.5-2b)
(4.5-2c)
At static equilibrium,
Thus, subtracting Eq.(4.5-3) from Eq.(4.5-2b) leads to the equation ofmotion
4.5.1 Natural Freq~ency
(4.5-3)
(4.5-4)
In the previous analysis, it was assumed that the virtual work associated with
the cable mass was zero. In such a system, the approximate natural frequency is
2KR + M2g12 sinB2
21BO
(4.5.1-1)
where the subscript b indicates the natural frequency assuming a massless cable.
For example, the equilibrium rotational stiffness KR and B2 in example 4.4.2-
1 (M/mSo = 1) are equal to 343.20 lbr in.lrad. and 2.1556 rad. respectively. Using
Eq.(4.5.1-1), the approximate natural frequency of the system is OJb =5.297 rad.ls.
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The approximate natural frequencies for the four cases M/mSo = 0.1, M/mSo = 1,
M/mSo= 10 and M/mSo= 100 are tabulated below.
Mass Ratio (MimSo) OJb (rad/s)
0.1 3.338
1 5.297
10 16.592
100 108.301
Table 4.5.1-1 Natural frequency OJb for Different Mass Ratio.
4.6 Effective Cable Mass Matrix
In the last section, the equation of motion and the natural frequency of a one
cable-interlinked system were determined without considering the inertial effect of
the cable. In this section, the inertial effect of the cable will be taken into account.
First the effective global mass matrix of the cable is determined using the kinetic en-
ergy method. The effective mass matrix is then transformed to produce its inertial
contribution associated with the (}2 coordinate. When added to the inertia of the bar it
is used in generating an equation of motion and an improved approximation to the
system natural frequency.
For a system consisting of n particles, the kinetic energy can be written in the
form
1 /I ••
T=- ~m.r. ·r.2~ II I
I
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(4.6-1)
where the position of each particle r; is determined by using n generalized coordi-
nates q;. Thus, r; = {q1 ,q2 , ••• ,qn } is the position vector of the particle i. The velocity
of each particle is found from
(4.6-2)
Substituting Eq.(4.6-2) into Eq.(4.6-1) results in the kinetic energy of the system of n
particles as
1 II (1/ cr. J( II cr. JT=-Im; I-'qj I-'qk
2 ;=1 j=1 ~j k=1 cqk
(4.6-3)
where
Applying Eq.(4.6-3) to the case of a pivoted rigid bar, such as that shown in Figure
4.6-1, is simplified by noting that the ith element is located a distance X; away from
o and its virtual displacement is found from U; = x;oB where oB is a small anglular
change about the equilibrium position. The time derivative of U; is found as it; =x/}.
Substituting into Eq.(4.6-1) results in
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(4.6-4)
where p is the mass per unit length of the bar. As expected the effective moment
inertia of the bar about point 0 is ~m12 or IBo' The same method is used to deter-
mine the effective mass matrix for the cable.
Cable profiles can be divided into two cases: shallow sag and deep sag. These
cases are determined by the dimensionless parameters a and f3. For the case of
shallow sag, the profile is symmetric about a plane through the center of cable mass
and perpendicular to the cable as indicated by Figure (3.5.4-2). When the cable has a
deep sag, the profile is not symmetric about the center of mass.
4.6.1 Shallow Sag Cable
For the shallow sag cable profile, the displacement vector for each differential
section of the cable is assumed to be linear functions of the cable location coordinate
s in both the eI and e(J directions as given by
U(J(S) = soB.;
It follows that
and the total kinetic energy is given by
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( .2J ( . 2J 3P 0 2 2 po· 2 Oil 2 P . 2 Oil SoT =- ~ (u +u )ds =- r 80, +- s ds =- 80, +- -2.l> e I 2.l> 1 S2 2 I S2 3
o 0
(4.6.1-1)
The kinetic energy is written as a function for the bars rotational velocity
through the use of the appropriate kinematic constraints. From Figure 3.5-1, the 10-
cation ofpoint B relative to point 0 1 is given by
thus the Cartesian locations ofB are given by
H = 11 cos~
and
The allowable variations of the position (H, V) requires that
(4.6.1-2)
where
Similarly
_ [cos~ -11 sin~]TL - sin~ 11 cos~
(4.6.1-3a)
(4.6.1-3b)
(4.6.1-4)
The allowable variations of the cable end locations Oil ,8~ are related to the allowable
variations ofthe bar rotation8B2 through the use of Eq.(4.4.1-3), thus
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and
(4.6.1-5)
(4.6.1-6)
Rewriting the kinetic energy, Eq.(4.6.1-1) in terms of the bars rotational angular ve-
locity results in
T 1. TT TT -T MT -IT' 1. TS I .=-qR R L L RqR =-qR COqR2 2
(4.6.1-7)
where the effective mass of a shallow sag cable profile referred to the ()2 coordinate is
The effective cable mass S leo contains a single element, the effective moment of in-
ertia of the cable about 0,. Observe that when So --> II' sIca = [~ml,'] just as in
the case of a rigid bar.
4.6.2 A More Accurate Prediction
For the case that the cable has a deep-sag or where a more accurate prediction
of the effective cable mss is required, consider the cable shown in Figure 4.6.2-1. Let
the global coordinate of the point B(x,y) be expressed as a function of cable coordi-
nate S, that is B(x(s),y(s)). Recall from Eq.(4.1-6), that for any point located at the
cable length coordinate s, the position of that point referred to the global coordinates
x,y IS
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....
() THS TH[. -l(TVB +mgSOJ . _l(TVB+mgSo-mgsJ]x S =-+- smh -smh
EA mg TH TH
y(s) = mgS(TVB +mgSo _!....) +
EA mg 2
Note that both x and yare functions of TVB and TH • The vertical and horizontal dis-
placements of point B due to changes in TVB and TH are found as
(4.6.2-1)
(4.6.2-2)
while the velocity of each point on the cable is given by
(4.6.2-3)
(4.6.2-4)
or written in matrix form
Ox Ox
(4.6.2-5)
Noting that
(4.6.2-6)
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and v2 =(iL)2 t2+2(iL)(~)t t +(~)2 t 2or H iJ[, 8I'. H VB 8I'. VB
H H VB VB
(4.6.2-7)
allows us to express the kinetic energy of the cable to be expressed as
where
~I =pr"[(;J+(:J)
~, =pt[(;J~){:J::J]ds="1
", =pf[(:.J+(otJ)
(4.6.2-8a)
(4.6.2-8b)
Substituting for [tH tVB ] and its transpose using Eq.(4.2-6), Eq.(4.6.2-8a) becomes
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(4.6.2-9)
Denoting [~: ~:] as S,the effective global mass matrix Mp becomes
(4.6.2-10)
The effective mass matrix D leo for the case of a deep-sag profile or where accurate
estimates of the effective cable mass are required and referred to the ~ coordinate is
thus
(4.6.2-11)
The total moment of inertia of the system about point Oz is
(4.6.2-12)
where either Eq.(4.6.1-9) or Eq.(4.6.2-11) is used to determine leo·
4.6.3 Equation of Motion - Including Cable Mass
The equation of motion for the single cable interlinked system is generated by
Eq.(4.5-3). The result being
The natural frequency ofthe system becomes
(4.6.3-1)
(j) =c
2KR +M 2gl2 sinB2
210
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(4.6.3-2)
where the subscript c indicates that the cable mass inertia is taken into account. When
10 is based on Eqo4.6.2-12, a deep sag based natural frequency d OJc is indicated.
When 10 is based on Eqo4.6.1-8, a shallow sag natural frequency sOJc is indicated.
Example 4.6-1
An illustration on how to apply the above methods to determine the natural frequency
of a one cable-interlink planar system is given in this example. The data from exam-
pIe 4.4.2-1 is utilized and the cases where M2 / mSoequals 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 are ex-
amined. The results of using the procedures for massless cable, are compared to those
use for deep and shallow sag cables with mass. The cables are assumed to have a
shallow sag or deep sag. D~tails for some cases studies are now given
1. Assuming a Massless Cable
The results of Table 4.5.1-1 are appropriate and included in Table 4.6.3-1 un-
der the massless cable heading
2. Shallow Sag Cable with Mass
Utilizing an effective cable mass based on shallow sag and (M2 / mSo = 10),
Eq.(404.1-3) indicates that TR =[-10.27 - 5.54r. This corresponds to the value of
82 =2.0658 rad. at equilibrium as indicated in Table 4.2.2-2. Apply Eq.(4.6-6), re-
[
0.00854 0]
sults in M = ° 275.04' Evaluating Eq.(4.6-7) gives an effective inertia of
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Hence, the natural frequency is
/--'-------''-----'-------'-'---..:... =15.75 rad/s
Table 4.6.3-1 includes results obtained for the four mass ratios 0.1, 1, 10, 100 using
the above procedure under the heading S OJc based on shallow sag inertia.
3. Deep Sag Cable with Mass
Utilizing an effective cable mass based on a deep sag and (M2 / mSo = 1), Eq.(4.4.1-
3) indicates thatTR =[- 9.73 - 6.44r. This corresponds to the value of 82 =2.1556
rad. at equilibrium. Substituting the values Fcx =OJ007lbr and FCY =-0.0421lbr
[
0.1448 0.0853]
found from Table 4.2.2-2 into Eq.(4.2-6) results in K p = 0.0853 0.1016' Inte-
[
8.172 - 9.760]
grating Eq.(4.6-9) numerically, results in s= -9.760 13.110 . Hence from
Eq.(4.6.2-10), gives
[
0.1448 0.0853][ 8.172 - 9.760][0.1448 0.0853]
M p = 0.0853 0.1016 - 9.760 13.110 0.0853 0.1016
=[°'°0256 0]
0.0256
Apply Eq.(4.6.2-11), results in
The natural frequency is then given by Eq.(4.7-2)
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(--'------<..~-~'-- ~---<- ~03 rad/s .
Repeating the above procedure, the natural frequencies for mass ratios equal to 0.1
and 100 are equal to 1.256 rad.ls and 108.03 rad.ls respectively. These values are
compared with those obtained in the previous section in the following table.
MimSo Type of Sag Massless Cable Cable with Mass Cable with Mass
OJb (rad/s) S OJe (rad/s) based d OJe (rad/s) based
on Shallow Sag In- on Deep Sag Inertia
ertia
0.1 Deep 3.338 1.265 1.113
1 Deep 5.297 2.403 2.257
10 Shallow 16.592 15.75 15.68
100 Shallow 108.301 108.033 107.986
Table 4.6.3-1 Natural Frequencies for system w/o cable inertia.
When the mass ratio equals to 0.1, and 1, a deep sag cable profiles occurred.
This indicates that the cable masses are significant, resulting in the differences be-
tween OJb and S OJe and between S OJe and d OJe. When the mass ratios equal to 10 and
100, the weight of the bar is much larger than the cable mass. The kinetic energy
contributed by the cable mass inertia is much less than the mass of the bar. Thus the
difference between OJb and OJe is small while the different between S OJe and d OJe is
very small. This suggests that when the mass ratio is very large, Eq.(4.5.1-l) can be
used to approximate the natural frequency without much loss of accuracy.
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Figure 4.1-1 Cable Segment
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Figure 4.3-1 Tangential and Normal Vectors at the cable End Point B
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spring
Figure 4.4-1 Equivalent Model for a Single Cable-Interlinked System.
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Figure 4.6-1 Diagram of Pivoted Rigid Bar
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Figure 4.6.2-1 Displacement of a Particle Along the Cable when Lower End
Point is Slightly Disturbed.
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Chapter 5
Comparison Between Bar and Cable Elements
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, two different elements which could be used to
find the static equilibrium position, the lowest natural frequency and simulate the
motion of a single cable-interlinked planar system were presented. In Chapter 3 it
was shown that a large number of bar elements are required to accurately model the
system. This resulted in large matrices. In this chapter it is shown that these large
matrices and the nonlinear cable geometry also require a large number of iterative and
time consuming computations. It will be shown here that the single cable element
presented in Chapter 4, also can be used to determine both the static equilibrium and
approximate natural frequency very accurately. Since only one cable element is
needed, the computational burden is greatly reduced. The approximated natural
frequencies OJb obtained using massless cables is then determined and compared to
the improved natural frequencies OJe utilizing cable elements with mass. The
accuracy and computational efficiency for using both cable elements are then
compared to those obtained using the bar elements. The single cable-pivoted bar
example first presented in Chapter 3 is used as the basis of our computation. A more
complex cable system involving two cables of varying length is discussed in Chapter
6.
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5.1 Cable Properties and Equilibrium Positions
In this study, three alternative aircraft cables with specification given in Table
5-1 are used. The pivoted bar is assumed to be rigid, has a weight of 6 lbe and a
length of 58 in. The distance between the upper cable anchor and the pivoted point of
the rigid bar is 129 in.
Diameter (in) Weight per foot Breaking Strength (Ibt)
Light Cable 5/64 O.oI 480
Medium Weight Cable 3/16 0.055 2750
Heavy Cable 7/16 OJ 14200
Table 5.1 Specifications of Aircraft Cables
The equilibrium positions for various cable lengths of the three cable sizes
given in Table 5.1 are shown in Figures 5.1-1, 5.1-2 and 5.1-3 respectively. The
positions were calculated using the exact procedures given in section 4.4.2. The cable
length is increased linearly in a logarithmic fashion between configuration 1 with a
cable length of and 20. The shortest cable length used is 71 in. and the longest cable
in and configuration 20 with a length of 412 in. The largest mass ratio for the light,
medium and heavy cable systems occuring at the 412 in, length cable and correspond
to M = 100, 20 and 4 respectively.
mSo
The corresponding equilibrium positions °2 , ~ and /1' constraints forces Fex
and FCY and stiffness KR are shown in Tables A2-1, A2-2 and A2-3 of the Appendix
A3. The values of the vertical force component FCY ' resultant supportive force
p = ~Fex2 + Fcy2 at point B, stiffness KR' and sag parameters a and f3 through
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the configurations 1 to 20 for the three cable sizes are plotted in Figures 5.1-4, 5.1-5
and 5.1-6 respectively.
The rsults shown in Figure 5.1-4(a) indicate that for a light cable system the
value of P is smaller than a at configurations 1 through 8 resulting in a shallow sag.
They are larger than a at configurations 9 through 20 indicating a deep sag. The
sign of the vertical force component FCY changes from positive to negative between
configurations 8 and 9. This indicates that configurations 9 and greater where deep
sag occurs that the cable weight is supported by the rigid bar.
Figure 5.1-4(b) indicates that the supportive force at point B has a large
decrease between configurations 1 to 2. In configuration 1 the cable is taut and
stretched by the supportive force. As the cable length is increased, the cable is no
longer taut and the supportive force magnitude drops as it reduces to solely carrying
the weight of the cable. In a similar manner, the equilibrium stiffness KR decreases
from configuration 1 through 20. The slope of KR is smaller at configuration 1
through 3 than through configuration 4 to 6. This suggests that KR approaches a
constant value as the cable is increasingly stretched. When this constant value occurs,
EA
Fcx »mgSo and ks ~-. Since KR and ks are related only by geometricSo
transformation, KR also becomes a constant. When the cable is relaxed, as in
configuration 7 to 20 the support force decreases as does the stiffness.
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The transitional sag occurs at configuration 8 for medium weight cable and at
configuration 5 for heavy cable as shown in Figure 5.1-5 and 5.1-6. The vertical
equilibrium force components FCY are zero in those configurations. The magnitude
of the force FCY increases with cable weight indicating a larger portion of the cable
weight is being supported by the rigid bar.
5.2 Natural Frequency and Modes Shape
The last two rows of the tables A2-1, A2-2 and A2-3 include calculations for
the natural frequency of massless cable (t)b based on Eq.(4.6.3-2), and for cables with
mass (t)e based on Eq.(4.5.1-1). The results are also plotted in Figure 5.2-1, 2 and 3.
The natural frequency for massless cables is always larger than for cables with mass.
The difference between these two predictions increases with cable weight. When the
cable is assumed massless the kinetic energy of the system is under predicted. The
total mass used in the model is too small resulting in the larger prediction. In the
particular case where the cable density is very large or the mass ratio M2 / mSo is
small, the change in natural frequency is significant at all configurations. When the
mass ratio M2 / mSo is large, the kinetic energy contributed by the cable mass is
very small compared with the kinetic energy contributed by the rigid bar and
therefore {t)b ~ (t)e •
5.3 Relative Accuracy of Cable and Bar Elements
In this section, the natural frequencies of light, medium and heavy cable
systems determined at twenty different configurations above are compared to those
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obtained using the bar elements. All frequencies utilize elements with mass. For
each configuration the results based on using 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 bar elements are
found. As a basis of the discussion the frequencies obtained using the fifty bar
elements is assumed to be correct. These frequencies are detailed in the appropriate
columns of Tables 5.3-1, 2 and 3. The general trends for the relative errors are shown
in Figure 5.3-1 based on the formula Ololher - OlSOelemell/s • All of the relative errors are
OlSOelemell/
positive indicating that the predicted frequencies are smaller than in the case of the
fifty element model. The reasons for this is that cable deformations are constrained to
the configurations definable by the elements and the smaller number of elements
constrain the deformation more than a larger number of elements. When two or three
elements are used, the difference between the constraining configuration and the exact
configuration is rather obvious as is shown in Figure 3.1-1. The result is that the
potential energy is modeled with a positive error corresponding to an over prediction
of the natural frequency.
Table 5.3-1,2 and 3 indicate that the percentage error for a one cable element
model relative to a 50 elements model is about 3 percents in the case of a light cable
and about 4 percent for a heavy cable. The 5 bar element model provides a more
accurate result than a one cable element model in position 1 to position 7 for the case
of a light cable system. In these configurations, the cable profile is approximately a
straight line, as shown in Figure 5.1-1, indicating that the tension along the cable is
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very large and the cable is taut. Thus a one bar element model is as good as a one
cable element model.
For configurations 8 through 20, Table 5.3-1 shows that the percentage error
of the one bar element model relative to a 50 bar elements models increases while the
percentage error of the one cable element model does not change. The results are as
good as the 5 bar element model in those positions. Tables 5.3-2 and 5.3-3 for
medium and heavy cable systems show larger errors than the light cable case as the
cable mass becomes increasingly important. Table 5.3-1, 2 and 3 also shows that
using a two cable elements model does not provide significantly more accurate results
than a one cable element model.
The two element model should be used when the second natural frequency of
the system is desired or if there is concern that the second mode of a system may
become excited. The use of two cable elements or multiple cable elements has the
additional benefit of allowing higher natural frequencies and mode shapes to be
determined. The first three mode shapes determined for configuration 7 of a
medium cable are shown in Figure 5.2-4. The cable mode shapes appeared to be sine
like. The first three mode shape at other configuration and cable weight are similar to
those of this figure. The first three natural frequencies of the one cable-interlinked
system shown in Figure 5.2-4 are 4.311 rad.ls, 7.466 rad.ls and 16.856 rad.ls
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Bar Elements Use Cable Elements Use
Lengtb M,/mSO 1 2 5 10 20 60 1 2
71.000 101.408 3.105 2.985 1.213 0.556 0.006 0.000 3.106 2.831
77.970 92.343 3.112 3.052 1.267 0.513 0.004 0.000 3.235 2.912
85.630 84.083 3.185 3.103 1.302 0.528 0.005 0.000 3.302 2.976
94.040 76.563 3.212 3.148 1.366 0.511 0.007 0.000 3.324 3.025
103.280 69.713 3.045 2.917 1.313 0.533 0.005 0.000 3.119 2.913
113.420 63.481 3.205 3.113 1.396 0.534 0.003 0.000 3.332 3.148
124.560 57.803 3.118 3.045 1.408 0.521 0.002 0.000 3.215 2.922
136.790 52.635 15.965 10.336 3.116 0.572 0.002 0.000 3.585 3.243
150.220 47.930 19.205 13.117 3.446 0.563 0.094 0.000 3.246 3.017
164.980 43.642 59.122 45.226 3.315 0.527 0.112 0.000 3.362 3.048
181.180 39.739 61.256 59.003 3.220 0.549 0.083 0.000 3.572 3.333
198.970 36.186 112.364 105.336 3.185 0.566 0.045 0.000 3.553 3.215
218.520 32.949 184.253 153.241 3.279 0.519 0.094 0.000 3.183 2.894
239.980 30.003 223.125 173.339 3.115 0.537 0.099 0.000 3.639 3.265
263.550 27.319 344.562 223.415 3.559 0.584 0.102 0.000 3.632 3.215
289.430 24.876 417.779 247.015 3.451 0.591 0.106 0.000 3.751 3.298
317.850 22.652 455.565 343.115 3.665 0.575 0.055 0.000 3.717 3.307
349.070 20.626 557.118 396.227 3.715 0.586 0.114 0.000 3.757 3.115
383.535 18.773 623.554 410.156 3.614 0.564 0.118 0.000 3.743 3.369
421.000 17.102 700.038 447.561 3.726 0.578 0.122 0.000 3.684 3.117
Percentage Error Relative to the Natural Frequencies Obtained by 50 Bar Element
Table 5.3-1 Slowly Moving Light Cable
Bar Elements Use Cable Elements Use
Lengtb M,ImSO 1 2 5 10 20 60 1 2
71.000 101.408 3.331 3.113 1.435 0.532 0.006 0.000 3.320 3.031
77.970 92.343 3.339 3.192 1.319 0.507 0.006 0.000 3.336 3.052
85.630 84.083 3.448 3.258 1.359 0.579 0.009 0.000 3.441 3.115
94.040 76.563 3.261 3.105 1.425 0.531 0.004 0.000 3.251 3.036
103.280 69.713 6.731 4.196 1.961 0.558 0.005 0.000 3.213 3.059
113.420 63.481 8.115 5.998 2.568 0.562 0.004 0.000 3.514 3.274
124.560 57.803 11.346 9.258 3.671 0.587 0.005 0.000 3.392 3.115
136.790 52.635 15.885 11.131 3.965 0.586 0.002 0.000 3.453 3.225
150.220 47.930 18.112 13.996 3.896 0.574 0.045 0.000 3.730 3.516
164.980 43.642 56.225 47.236 3.321 0.539 0.102 0.000 3.772 3.525
181.180 39.739 62.337 61.315 3.390 0.521 0.113 0.000 3.641 3.339
198.970 36.186 114.236 110.371 3.250 0.552 0.084 0.000 3.717 3.513
218.520 32.949 176.336 147.965 3.385 0.565 0.071 0.000 3.747 3.505
239.980 30.003 243.113 155.131 3.236 0.524 0.107 0.000 3.787 3.594
263.550 27.319 362.952 240.198 3.339 0.575 0.113 0.000 4.007 3.812
289.430 24.876 443.115 267.228 3.539 0.562 0.103 0.000 3.879 3.668
317.850 22.652 472.651 364.178 3.704 0.548 0.076 0.000 3.809 3.615
349.070 20.626 589.331 376.895 3.659 0.575 0.109 0.000 3.641 3.584
383.535 18.773 617.441 449.361 3.769 0.536 .. 0.121 0.000 3.879 3.649
421.000 17.102 741.315 490.583 3.831 0.594 0.126 0.000 3.953 3.705
Percentage Error Relattve to the Natural Frequencies Obtained by 50 Bar Element
Table 5.3-2 Slowly Moving Medium Cable
Bar Elements Use Cable Elements Use
Length M,/mSO 1 2 5 10 20 60 1 2
71.000 101.408 3.601 3.254 2.117 0.511 0.008 0.000 3.559 3.182
77.970 92.343 5.031 4.813 3.513 0.523 0.005 0.000 3.665 3.388
85.630 84.083 6.145 4.997 3.335 0.542 0.007 0.000 3.417 3.105
94.040 76.563 7.886 5.102 3.583 0.517 0.003 0.000 3.558 3.115
103.280 69.713 8.569 5.995 3.685 0.595 0.006 0.000 3.715 3.386
113.420 63.481 9.331 6.287 3.712 0.549 0.005 0.000 3.610 3.318
124.560 57.803 14.116 7.115 3.505 0.533 0.003 0.000 3.868 3.449
136.790 52.635 20.569 13.112 3.617 0.512 0.008 0.000 3.702 3.414
150.220 47.930 43.131 16.593 3.831 0.569 0.066 0.000 4.025 3.773
164.980 43.642 74.998 50.505 3.715 0.511 0.126 0.000 3.998 3.552
181.180 39.739 111.236 69.771 3.913 0.548 0.105 0.000 4.125 3.859
198.970 36.186 198.596 119.336 3.990 0.568 0.099 0.000 4.102 3.831
218.520 32.949 220.541 150.512 3.586 0.543 0.065 0.000 4.114 3.812
239.980 30.003 281.123 169.336 3.713 0.559 0.112 0.000 3.986 3.513
263.550 27.319 429.517 247.339 3.985 0.578 0.107 0.000 4.025 3.789
289.430 24.876 501.252 295.669 4.002 0.563 0.125 0.000 4.113 3.861
317.850 22.652 548.339 391.558 3.785 0.592 0.083 0.000 3.958 3.503
349.070 20.626 639.571 421.261 4.007 0.581 0.129 0.000 4.283 3.898
383.535 18.773 713.824 497.369 3.992 0.576 0.112 0.000 4.125 3.815
421.000 17.102 780.558 512.336 4.033 0.591 0.117 0.000 3.991 3.558
Percentage Error Relative to the Natural Frequencies Obtained by 50 Bar Element
Table 5.3-2 Slowly Moving Medium Cable
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5.3.1 Similarity Between Cable Elements and Bar Elements
The results of using cable elements and bar elements will be exactly
equivalent when the vertical tension of the cable is much larger than the weight of the
cable. According to Eq.(4.2-4), if mg~ 0 then TVB »mgSo' By using L'Hospital
rule, the limiting case of Eq.(4.2-4) is
So SoTVB 2
Cll = EA + (T/ +T
VB
2 yl2
SoTVB (5.3.1-1)
Consider the cable element shown in Figure 5.3.1-1a when a force P equal to 10 lbfis
applied in the axial direction of the cable. The element's undeformed length So is
equal to 2 in., the cross sectional area is equal to 0.01917 in2 and the elastic modulus
E is equal to 14 x 106 1bf/in2. Substituting those values into Eq.(5.3.1-1), results in:
C1 = 100668.77, cn = C21 = 58118.26, C22 = 33559.59 . From Eq.(4.2-6) the
element's resulting cable stiffness matrix becomes
100668.77
58118.26
-100668.78
- 58118.26
58118.26
33559.59
-58118.26
- 33559.59
-100668.78
-58118.26
100668.78
58118.26
- 58118.26
- 33559.59
58118.26
33559.59
(5.3.1-2)
For a bar element, the local stiffness matrix found using Eq.(3.1-1) is
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, = EA [1 - 1] =[134223.31 -134223.31]
kB So - 1 1 - 134223.31 134223.31
The transformation matrix T found from using Eq.(3.1-10) is
T =[cose sine 0 0 ] =[0.8660 0 5 0 0 ]
o 0 cose sin () 0 ~ 0.8660 0.5
Hence, the element global stiffness matrix is given by
100667.48
58120.40
=
-100667.48
-58120.40
58120.40
33555.83
-58120.40
- 33555.83
-100667.48
-58120.40
100667.48
58120.40
-58120.40
- 33555.83
58120.40
33555.83
(5.3.1-3)
Observe that the stiffness matrices for the cable element in Eq.(5.3.1-2) and the bar
element in Eq.(5.3.1-3) are within the numerical accuracy of the computation..
As a second example, consider the configuration for the cable and bar shown
in Figure 5.3.1-1b. While both the cable and bar share the same values ofE, A and
So, the bar is considered to be weightless while the cable has a weight per unit length
mg equal to 0.055 lb/ft. When a large force P equal to 300 lbf is applied to both
elements in the direction shown, both elements come to the equilibrium position
which is shown in Figure 5.3.1-1c. Using the values ofE and A of our first example,
taking the undeformed length So for both elements to be 5 ft. and substituting these.
values into Eq.(3.5.3-3) and Eq.(4.2-14) respectively, results in
[
40255.20 23228.83]
K c = 23228.83 13483.85
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and
= [40281.98 23222.21]
Kt 23222.21 13467.28
Observe that the bar's tangential stiffness matrix and the cable's stiffness matrix are
essentially the same.
5.4 Relative Computational Efficiency
In the previous sections of this chapter the relative accuracy of cable and bar
elements to predict the natural frequency of a single cable-interlinked system was
examined. It was shown that the cable element model was as accurate as a five
element bar model. In this section the number of calculations required in each of
these cases is determined and compared in an effort to determine the relative
efficiency of the techniques.
The size of a bar element stiffness matrix is equal to 4 by 4. Combining five
elements results in a 12 x 12 structural stiffness matrix due to the duplicity of the
nodes of the single element. After imposing the boundary condition, the order of the
square matrix reduces to 8. For the cable element model, on the other hand, the order
of the reduced structure stiffness matrix is 2.
Finding the natural frequency of a single cable-interlinked planar system
involves the use of both a N-R algorithm to solve for the nonlinear equilibrium
position and a Jacobi algorithm to solve the eigenvalue problem. For both the cable
and bar element method, the maximum number of iterations required for the nonlinear
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system of equations to converge utilizing the N-R algorithm is 20. However, for a
system contains n equations, there are n2 multiplication required at each iteration. For
a one cable element model, 20 x 22 = 80 sets of calculations are required while for a 5
bar elements model, 20 x 82 = 1280 sets of calculations are needed.
For a system of simultaneous linear equations of the fonn (A'- AI)X =0
utilized in finding natural frequencies, the number of iterations required for the Jacobi
algorithm to make the off diagonal elements of A equal to zero is equal to 16 if the
order of A is 8. Each of these iterations requires 82 multiplication. Hence t~e work
done by the computer in perfonning the Jacobi algorithm for a five bar elements
model is 16 x 82 =1024. In the case of a simple one cable element model, the natural
frequency of the system is calculated directly by Eq.(4.5-15). The work done by the
computer in solving the natural frequency for a one cable element model and a 5 bar
elements model are summarize in Table 5.4-1. These results indicate a significant
decrease in computation burden when using a single cable element over that of a five
element bar model
Number of iteration in Number of Work done by the
N-R algorithm multiplication in each computing in solving
iteration the equilibrium
position (WA)
One Cable Element 20 4 80
Model
Five Bar Elements 20 64 1280
Model
Table S.4-la. Work Done By the Computer in N-R Algorithm
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Number of iterations in Number of Work done by the
Jacobi Algorithm multiplication in each computer in Jacobi
iteration Algorithm (WJ)
One Cable Element 0 0 0
Model
Five Bar Elements 16 64 1024
Model
Table 5.4-lb. Work Done By the Computer in Jacobi Algorithm
Total work done by the computer to solve for the
natural frequency (WA+WJ)
One Cable Element Model 80
Five Bar Elements Model 2304
Table 5.4-lc Total Work Done By the Computing to Solve for the Natural
Frequency
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Figure 5.2-3 Approximated and Improved Natural Frequency (Heavy Cable)
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Chapter 6
A More Complex Cable System
In Chapter 4, a single cable element was used in modeling the dynamics of a
single cable driven system. In Chapter 5, the accuracy and computational efficiency
of using a cable element relative to multiple bar elements to perform dynamic analy-
sis was compared and the cable element method was found to be superior. In this
chapter, the use of cable elements is extended and used in modeling the dynamics of a
two cables-interlinked planar system. In Chapter 7, the model is used in a number of
material handling examples.
6.1 Planar System Driven by Two Cables
The system studied consists of two cables which are interlinked by a rigid bar
as shown in Figure 6.1-1. Gravity is in the vertical direction and all motions are as-
sumed to occur in the plane of the figure. The dynamic system equation and natural
frequencies of the system in this chapter are found by using an approach similar to
that used in the one cable system discussed in Chapter 4. The primary difference be-
ing that the system considered here requires three coordinates to define the location of
the rigid bar (ue,Ve,Be) whereas the one cable system required a single coordinate ~.
In the procedure utilized here the cable stiffness matrices are first determined. Next.
the equilibrium position of the two-cables system is found. The requires imposing the
kinematic constraints found at the ends of the rigid bar onto the cables and trans-
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forming the global stiffness matrices into the generalized coordinates (ue,Ve,Be) of the
system. The effective system mass matrix is formed using a procedure similar to that
used in converting the element stiffness matrices into a system stiffness matrix com-
patible with the kinematic constraints. A linear form of dynamic system equation is
then found and the natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes are found.
6.2 System Stiffness Matrix
Two possible displacements of the rigid bar between an arbitrary initial con-
figurations and the fmal configuration are shown in Figures 6.2-1 a and 6.2-1b. In 6.2-
la the displacement is purely translational while it is purely rotational in Figure 6.2-
1b. The displacements of node 1 and node 2 located at the ends of the bar are defined
in terms of the translations Ue and Ve of center of mass of the bar and the rotation 8[3
about the same point. Using Figure 6.2-l(b), the displacements caused by small rota-
tions can be expressed as
(6.2-1)
(6.2-2)
where 8[3 is a differential change of angle [3 of the current system configuration.
Thus the total displacements ofnode 1and node 2 are
(6.2-3)
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lb
V2 =Ve --COSP ap2
In matrix form. Eq.(6.2-3) to Eq.(6.2-6) become
(6.2-4)
(6.2-5)
(6.2-6)
and
(6.2-7)
(6.2-8)
The rigid bar displacement vector is defined as dq = [ue Ve apr, and
(6.2-9)
where
and
T
1
=[1 0
o 1
[
-1 0
Tz =
o 1
lb ]-sinp2
I '~ cosp
!.E...SinP ]2 u2
I ' dz =
- ~ cosp [.,J
(6.2-10)
(6.2-11)
Utilizing the same procedure as that used between Eq.(3.1-8) and Eq.(3.1-12), the ca-
ble stiffness matrices for cable 1 and cable 2 referenced to the generalized coordinates
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(6.2-12)
k2q =T/k2T2 (6.2-13)
The result of Eq.(6.2-12) and Eq.(6.2-13) is to create an equivalent system as shown
in Figure 6.2-2. As the cable stiffness matrices are referenced to the same generalized
coordinates, and the equivalent springs add in parallel. The structural stiffness matrix
for the system, K q , is thus expressed as
(6.2-14)
6.3 Equilibrium Position and Forces
To determine the equilibrium position and forces·of a two cable-rigid bar sys-
tern, the kinematics constraints to the system are imposed. The resulting equations
together with the force equations derived in Chapter 4 are then used in carrying out an
iterative algorithm.
6.3.1 Kinematic Constraints
Consider the vector diagram shown in Figure 6.3-1. It represents a linkage
which is instantaneously equivalent to the two cable-rigid bar system. A vector loop
equation for position is found as
(6.3.1-1)
The interrelationships of the kinematic parameters and variables /1'~ '/2'B2 and /b are
determined upon first noting that
(6.3.1-2a)
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rz =12 cos02ex +12 sin02ey
r3 = Ib COS{JeX + Ib sin{Jey
(6.3.1-2b)
(6.3.1-2c)
and then substituting the results of Eqs.(6.3.1-2) into Eq.(6.3.1-1). The resulting
.components of the vector equation in ex and ey become
1= 11cos~ +Ib cosP+/2 cos02
0= -I) sinO) + Ib sinp+12 sin02
6.3.2 Iterative Algorithm
(6.3.1-3)
(6.3.1-4)
The equilibrium position and cable forces are determined using an iterative
technique. First the initial position of the system is assumed. This allows the end
point cable forces to be determined. These cable forces result in unbalanced forces
and torque on to the rigid bar. The assumed initial position also allows the position
dependent cable stiffness to be determined for that particular position. The unbal-
anced forces and torque and instantaneous cable stiffness are then used to determine
displacements which would reduce the unbalanced forces and torque to zero. These
displacement are then used to adjust the initial position of the system into a position
closer to equilibrium. An iterative technique is required to completely eliminate the
unbalanced forces and torques primarily because 1.) a linearized form of the stiffness
is used in predicting the displacements required and 2.) that although the geometry is
nonlinear, corrections based on linear theory are used.
The assumed initial position of the system is found by first assuming that the
lengths of the cables are known, that the cable profiles are straight lines of length
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equal'to the undeformed cable lengths and then making an initial guess for fJ. The
kinematic constraint Eqs.(6.3-2) and (6.3-3) are used to determine values for the vari-
ables ~ and °2 , Using Figure (6.3-1), it is found that the horizontal distance between
the top and bottoms of each cable HI and H2 respectively can be found by
HI =11 cosOI
H2 = 12 cos02
(6.3.2-1)
(6.3.2-2)
The relative position of the cable ends defined by HI'°1, H2 and 02 are used with
Eqs.(2.2-1) and (2.2-8) to solve for the cable end forces Fcxl ,Fcn ,Fcx2 and FCf2 '
The arbitrarily selected fJ will not result in equilibrium. 1]tis is evidenced by 1) an
unbalanced horizontal force 8px caused from forces Fcxl and Fcx2 , 2) an unbalanced
force 8py caused from forces Fcn ' FCf2 and the weight of the rigid bar and 3) an un-
balanced moment 8M caused by the forces Fcxl ,Fcn ,Fcx2 ,FCf2 ' From static equi-
librium consideration and using Figure 6.3.2-1, the unbalanced forces and torque are
found as
8px = FcX2 - Fcxl '
8py = Mg- Fcn - FCf2
8M = [(Fcf2 - Fcn)cosp-(Fcx2+Fcxl)sinfJ] ~ ,
(6.3.2-3a)
(6.3.2-3b)
(6.3.2-3c)
Defining the unbalanced forced vector bP as [8px 8py 8M]T, the unbalanced
forces and torque are related to the system stiffness, K q and displacement &lq as
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(6.3.2-4a)
where &lq = [Ou
e
8ve 08er and 8e =op. The current estimate of the stiffness
K q is found through the use ofEq.(6.2-12) to Eq.(6.2-14).
Equation (6.3.2-4) is then rewritten as
(6.3.2-4b)
are used to find the correction vector &lq required to eliminate the unbalanced force
to adjust the values of ue ' Ve and 8e for the next iteration. That is u~ = u~ + Ou~ ,
v~ =v~ + 8v~ and 8; =8
e
o + 08
e
o respectively. Further details of the iteration algo-
rithm are given below
I. Start the iteration with an initial guess of pO and let l~ = 810 ,
l~ = 820 where 810 and 820 are the unstretched lengths of cable 1 and cable
2 respectively.
2. Use Eqs.(6.3.1-3) and (6.3.1-4) to solve for the values of ~j and 8f where
j is the iteration cycle. Evaluate the initial coordinates (HiO, V;O )of node i (
i=l, 2) using Hio = liocosO;° and V;0 = liosinB;°.
3. Substituting the values of H! ,~j and then Hi ,8finto Eq.(2.2-9a) and
solve it numerically to obtain FbI and FtX2 where TH is Fcx ' Compute
Ftn and FtY2 using Eq.(2.2-1) where Tv is FCY '
4. Determine the cable stiffness matrix k{ using FtxI' Ftn and k{ using
FtX2' FtY2 by means ofEq.(4.2-4) to Eq.(4.2-6).
5. Use the value pj to evaluated the transformation matrix T 1 and T2•
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6. Apply Eqs.(6.2-12) and (6.2-13) to evaluate k~l and k~2' Combine these
results with that of step 5 by substituting into Eq.(6.2-14) to form the
structure stiffness matrix of the system, K~ .
7. Use Eqs.(6.3.2-3) to evaluate the values of 8px,8pyand8M. Apply
Eqs.(6.3.2-4b) to evaluate the correction vector &I~ and update the values
f d B . j+1 - j s:..j j+1 - j s:..j do uc,vc an c usmg Uc -uc+uuc ' Vc -vc+uvc an
Btl = B! + 8B! and substituting them into Eq.(6.2-7) and Eq.(6.2-8) to
determine the total displacements ul ' u2 , VI and v2 •
8. Determine the new coordinates of node 1 and node 2 by Hr1 =H! +u(
and vt l = v/ +v( where i denote the node number 1 and 2. If the ab-
solute values of 8px,8pyand 8M are smaller than a very small constant 8,
let say 10.3, then assume that equilibrium has been found and leave the al-
gorithm. If not set flj+, = B/+' and go to step 3.
Example 6.3-1
The methods discussed above are applied in this example to find the static
equilibrium positions for a two cable planar system. The unstretched lengths of the
cables are taken to be both equal to 10ft. resulting in a symmetric configuration. The
diameter of the cables are 3/16" and the weight per unit length mg is 0.055 lb/ft. The
elastic modulus of the cable is E = 14 x 106 Iblin.2• The length of the rigid bar lb is
set equal to 3 ft. and has a weight of 60 lbf • It is hang by two cables where the fixed
cable anchors are 72 ft. apart. The procedure begins using f3 = 0 because of symme-
try. From step 2 of the algorithm, we obtain B1 = B2 = 1.4204rad. Thus
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The calculations are repeated using the different cable weights previously de-
fined as light, medium and heavy with rigid bars weighting 50, 20, 10, 5 and 2 lbf•
The equilibrium positions for each of these cases are shown in Figures 6.3.3-1 a, b and
c. The final version of the stiffness matrices are shown in Table 6.3.3-1.
Rigid Light Cables Medium Weight Cables Heavy Cables
Bar
Weight
50 [299 ° 2912 ] [1727 ° 17181] [3123 0 33~0]
29°12
12829 28~65 17~81 76205 171~10 ° 153178
° °
33250 ° 344651
20 [293 ° 2892 ] ['4m ° 14208 ] [392 0 4286]
28°92
12765 28~22 14~08 63862 143~89 ° 20947 47~30
° °
4286 °
10 [300 ° 2m] [683 ° 7051 ] [n ° 838 ]
29°77
13192 29~81 7~51 32365 72~22 8~8 4422 9:50
° ° °
5 [275 ° 2761 ] [156 0 1662 ] ['6 ° 199 ]2~61 12337 27~57 ° 7926 17~32 1~9 1162 26°14
°
1662 °
°
2 [142 ° 1455] [16 0 187 ] [3: ° 43]
14°55
6652 14~67 ° 976 21°95 286 6~3
°
187 ° 43
°
Table 6.3.3-1 Final Iteration Structural System Stiffness Matrices
Observe that for the light cable case that the profiles of the cables are effec-
tively straight lines except in the case where the rigid bar is reduced to 2 lbf. This case
results in a very shallow sag. For the medium weight cable case, the profiles of the
cables are not straight for all weights of the bar, sags occur when the weight of the
rigid bar is reduced to 10 lbf • For the heavy cable case, the cables sag away from the
straight line profile even when the rigid bar weights 50 lbf•
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6.4 Dynamics of a Two Cable-Rigid Bar System
In this section we develop the linearized equations of motion of the two cable-
rigid bar system is developed and its natural frequency determined. The procedure is
much the same as in the one cable-rigid bar system. In both cases we begin the analy-
sis is begun by determining the system mass matrix.
6.4.1 System Mass Matrix
The system mass matrix is formed by adding the rigid bar mass matrix and the
two effective cable mass matrices together. The rigid bar mass matrix for the gener-
alized coordinates (ue,Ve' Be) is
mb 0 0
Mb = 0 mb 0 (6.4.1-1)
0 0
mblb2
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The cable mass matrices in local coordinates Mp are found using either Eq.(4.6.1-8b)
or through Eq.(4.6.2-8) to Eq.(4.6.2-1O). They are transformed into the generalized
(6.4.1-2)
where T1 and T2 are given by Eq.(6.2-9). When more accurate answers are required,
such as when the sag is appreciable, Eq.(4.6.2-8) to Eq.(4.6.2-10) are used to deter-
mine Mp • If the cable is taut and no sag occurs, Mp is given by Eq.(4.6.1-8). The
system mass matrix can thus be expressed as
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(6.4.1-3)
When the system is used in lifting something heavy, the cable profiles become nearly
straight lines and the cable mass matrices are easily found using Eq.(4.6.1-8). When
the object to be lifted is light, sagging cables are likely to occur and the calculation
for the cable mass matrices will become complicated due to the numerical integration
required in detennining the coefficients of the mass matrix as given by Eqs.(4.6.2-8b).
Sagging is also likely to occur when the rigid bar is highly tilted. This case is exam-
ined in chapter 7.
6.4.2 Equations of Motion
The linearized dynamic system equations for the system are given by
(6.4.2-1)
(6.4.3-1)
The stiffness matrix K q is based on the current nominal configuration of the system
and is used to drive the linearized system through the next steps of its motion.
6.4.3 Natural Frequencies
If the time dependence of the active nodal d.o.f. 8dq is assumed to be of the
form
8dq =<1> sin (ilt
Eq.(6.4.3-1) leads to the general eigenvalue problem given by
K q <1> = (i)
2M q<1> (6.4.3-2)
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The solution of Eq.(6.4.3-2) provides the natural frequencies OJ and associated mode
shape <1> for small motions about the nonlinear equilibrium position. Application of
these expressions are given in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.2-2 Equivalent Two Cable System
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Chapter 7
Applications and Conclusions of the Cable Element Method
The cable elements derived in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 are applied to a mate-
rial-pick-up system in this chapter. Application to a construction site is given. The
natural frequencies for various one and two cable-interlinked equilibrium configura-
tions are presented. These configurations typically occur when picking and placing
material. The procedures for applying the cable element method are summarized at
the end of the chapter.
7.1 Material-Pick-Up System
Imagine that a heavy beam is to be picked up by cables from the ground and
then moved to any upper level of a building being constructed. To investigate the
equilibrium positions and natural frequencies of such system, the sequences of the
beam movements is divided into 11 different cases as shown in Figure 7.1-1.
Case 1: The two ends of the cable are located at the top right and left corner of the
building. Its length is increasing until the cable touches the ground. This is
similar to the motion in section 3.4.3
Case 2: The cable connected to the right corner of the building is then lowered. It is
assumed that the cable end is forced to move slowly down a straight track at
the edge of the building and that the length of the cable is not increased dur-
ing this motion.
Case 3: The ends of the cable are located at the lower right and upper left corner of
the building. Its length is increased until its right end is tangent to the
ground.
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Case 4: The right end ofthe cable is then moved to the left until it reaches the left end
of the beam.
Case 5: The beam is originally at rest at the lower right comer of the building. The
lower end of the cable is connected to the left end of the beam while the up-
per end is wrapped around a pulley tightening the cable end until the left end
of the beam begins to lift.
Case 6: The cable is further shortened lifting the left end of the beam. This is similar
to the one cable-interlinked system discussed in chapter 4 except the ends of
the beam and cable are fixed at different levels.
Case 7: Further shortening of the cable results in the beam being dragged along the
ground while its left end is raised into a vertical position. Not shown is the
beam moving vertically as the cable is further shortened.
Case 8: The beam stops at some level of the building. The beam's right end is con-
nected to the other cable which is then shortened raising the right end of the
beam to the top right comer of the building. The length of the cable on the
left is kept constant.
Case 9: When the right end of the beam reaches the top, the configuration is the same
as the one that was discussed in chapter 4. The upper end of the beam is now
fixed and its lower end is lifted up by the cable on the left.
Case 10: The right end of the beam is lowered while the left end of the beam is lifted
by the cables connected to the top right and left comer of the building re-
spectively.
Case 11: Shows the ensuing motion in an alternative lifting situation. In this case the
cables have been connected to the two ends of the beam while it rests at
ground level. The cables are then shortened lifting the beam. The figure
shows the special case wher~ the center of mass of the beam is centered
between the two drives and the drives are operated at the same rate.
7.2 Equilibrium Positions
The equilibrium positions of the material-pick-up system are determined using
<\l
the procedures derived in section 4.4.2 or section 6.3.2. The procedure selected de-
pends upon weather a one or two cable-interlinked system is used. For cases 1,2 and
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3, Eqs.(2.2-8) and (2.1-5) are applied. The beam used in these examples weights 600
lbeand is 10ft. long. The width and height of the building are 40 ft. and 60 ft. re-
spectively. The cables used are of medium weight and with specifications given by
Table 5.1.
Equilibrium profiles are shown in Figures 7.2-1(a) to 7.2-7(a) while Figures
7.2-1(b) through 7.2-7(b) show the lowest natural frequencies of the cable tensions.
The corresponding numerical values of the equilibrium parameters are shown in Ta-
ble A3-1 to A3-7. Further details follow.
Case 1:
Case 3:
Case 6;
Case 7:
Case 8:
The vertical and horizontal components of the support forces at both
ends are the same and act upward because of the cable symmetry. The
vertical force components are equal to half the weight of the cable and
are constant. The horizontal components decrease as the cable is re-
laxed.
The vertical support force component at the lower end acts downward
and decreases as cable is relaxed. It reaches zero when the cable first
touches the ground indicating the cable is in transitional sag. The hori-
zontal support force on the cable decreases in a similar manner as the
vertical support force except its direction does not change.
The equilibrium positions of the four different configurations show that
the cable is close to a straight line. This indicates that the tension in the
cable is very large and the cable is stretched. The tension in the cable
decreases as the beam is lifted.
Both cables are closed to a straight line. The minimum cable tension is
75.54 lbewhile the maximum cable tension is 550.93 lbe. The tension in
the left cable decreases as the beam is lifted while the tension in the right
cable increases.
....- -
Case 9: The cable tension decreases as the beam's left end is lowered and
reaches zero when the beam is in the vertical position.
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Case 10: The tension in the right cable increases as the length of the cable is
shortening. It is maximum when the beam reaches the top.
In Cases 6, 7, 8 and 9 the cable force is large indicating that there is virtually
no sag in the cable, just extension. In Case 3, the cable is in transitional sag while it
is in shallow or deep sag in Case 1.
7.3 Natural Frequencies
Once the equilibrium positions have been determined, the corresponding natu-
ral frequencies are found by solving the eigenvalue equation given by Eq.(6.4.3-2) for
two cable-interlinked system or Eq.(4.6.3-2) for one cable-interlinked system. The
heavy beam stretches the cable such that the cable sag is very small and the cable pro-
file is close to a straight line. Hence the shallow sag cable mass matrix Mp is used by
applying Eq.(4.6.1-8). The natural frequencies of the system for the Cases 1,3,6, 7,
8, 9 and are plotted in Fig. 7.2-1(b) to Fig. 7.2-7(b). The numerical values of the
natural frequencies are shown in tables A3-1 to A3-7.
Case 1;
Case 3:
Case 6:
The natural frequencies are determined by solving the finite element ei-
genvalue equation given by Eq.(3.6.4-3). As shown in Fig.7.2-1(b) and
Fig 7.2-2(c), the natural frequency decreases in an exponential fashion
for case 1. In Case 3, the natural frequencies slowly decrease as the ca-
ble length is increased. The mode shapes for the lowest natural frequen-
cies look like the sine wave sin(2~) .
As the tension increases (Fig 7.2-3(a)), the stiffness of the cable in-
creases which leads to the increase ofnatural frequencies (Fig. 7.2-3(b)).
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Case 7: The natural frequencies when the left edge of the beam is 10, 20, 30 and
40 ft. away from the edge of the building are calculated in the same way
as in case 6. The natural frequencies increase linearly as the beam is
moved closer and closer to the left edge of the building
Case 8: The lowest natural frequencies of the cable decrease as the cable length
on the left is shortened. The second and third mode natural frequencies
change in a similar manner. The system seem to have a maximum 2nd
and 3rd mode natural frequencies around position 4 and position 5 and
tend to be constant when the cable length is between 2ft to 25 ft.
Case 9 : The system's lowest natural frequency is maximum at position 1 and
drops sharply from 103 rad/s to 43 rad/s when the cable is lengthened.
The frequency decreases gradually from position 2 to position 4. When
the cable is totally relaxed, the natural frequency becomes very low and
the beam vibrates as a simple pendulum.
Case 10: The plot of the first three mode natural frequencies has a symmetric
shape. Comparing this plot with the plot for case 6, the similar pattern is
observed although the case 6 plot is not symmetric. In case 7, the maxi-
mum natural frequencies occur at position 4 where the beam is in a hori-
zontal position.
7.4 Summary
A first step towards analyzing Cable-Interlinked Systems (CIS) utilizing a
non-traditional cable element has been established in this study. In Chapter 1 the uses
of CIS were presented and details of the classical techniques for analyzing cable de-
formation and forces were presented in Chapter 2. Finite Element methods utilizing
traditional elements provide a powerful tool for solving both linear and nonlinear
structural problems. Traditional elements as discussed in Chapter 3 provide accurate
results when a sufficient numbers of elements are used to model the system. How-
ever, when the geometry is nonlinear traditional elements require a large number of
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computations to yield accurate results. A large number of elements are required to
sufficiently define the geometry and a large number of iterations are required to reach
equilibrium configurations. These factors make traditional elements inappropriate for
application of CIS's where large finite motions occur. Application in real time model
based control of such systems would be near impossible. Thus the creation and use of
a more compact cable element, introduced in Chapter 4, became the focus of the
study.
Techniques for utilizing the cable element within a simple CIS where exam-
ined in Chapter 5. The study showed that the cable element method produced a solu-
tion within 5% of the solutions found using traditional elements while reducing com-
putations by over an order of magnitude. In the case of a single cable interlinked
system only 2 by 2 matrices needs to be iterated when solving the eigenvalue problem
associated with the cables natural frequency. In Chapter 6 a more complex two cable
CIS was introduced for the two cable-interlinked system, iteration of 3 by 3 matrix is
required. If traditional elements are used matrices of about 20 by 20 for the single
cable-interlinked system and 40 by 40 for the two cable-interlinked system would
need to be iterated.
The calculation process for both one and two cable-interlinked system can be
summarized in four steps: 1) Solving the nonlinear static cable equilibrium position;
2) Forming the linearized cable stiffness matrix; 3) Forming the effective mass matrix
and 4) Solving the system eigenvalue equations. For dynamic simulation an alternate
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to this fourth step would be used involving Eqs.(4.6.3-1) and Eq.(6.4.2-1). Fortran
and Maple codes were developed and used to test the procedures giving the numerous
numerical results presented throughout this thesis. Applications of the one and two
cable CIS for material handling systems were presented in this chapter. In future
studies the dynamic motion needs to be simulated. The appropriate equations are
given in the body of this thesis.
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Figure 7.2-3(a)
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Case 6
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Case?
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Case?
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Case 8
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Figure 7.2-5(a)
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Case 8
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Case 9
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Figure 7.2-6(a)
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Case 9
Natural Frequency For Different Cable Length
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Figure 7.2-6(b)
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Case 10
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Case 10
Natural Frequency For Different Cable Length
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Configuration Number I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Equilibrium Position
92 (rad.) 3.109 2.767 2.581 2.413 2.245 2.066 1.876
81 (rad.) 0.263 0.276 0.369 0.423 0.454 0.466 0.460
I. (in) 71.055 77.975 85.633 94.041 103.276 113.406 124.510
Equilibrium Forces
Fcx (Ibi) 51.714 4.483 2.993 2.262 1.749 1.300 0.833
Fcy (Ibi) 1.332 1.236 1.120 0.980 0.811 0.607 0.361
T (lbi) 51.731 4.650 3.196 2.465 1.928 1.435 0.908
Rotational Stiffness
KR 14591.40 831120 974887 704141 375249 142675 28937
Sag Parameters
J3 0.001 0.007 0.011 0.016 0.022 0.032 0.056
(l 0.266 0.280 0.378 0.436 0.470 0.484 0.477
Natural Frequency
roc 250.445 217.313 236.237 189.813 145.788 89.864 40.534
Configuration Number 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Equilibrium Position
92 (rad.) 1.668 1.596 1.587 1.584 1.582 1.580 1.580
91(rad.) 0.438 0.427 0.425 0.425 0.424 0.424 0.424·
I. (in) 136.189 140.122 140.578 140.757 140.926 140.926 140.979
Equilibrium Forces
Fcx (Ibi) 0.286 0.075 0.049 0.039 0.030 0.030 0.027
Fcy (Ibi) 0.078 -0.023 -0.038 -0.048 -0.066 -0.066 -0.075
T (Ibi) 0.296 0.078 0.062 0.062 0.072 0.072 0.080
Rotational Stiffness
KR 794.46 14.29 4.92 2.91 2.08 1.63 1.36
Sag Parameters
J3 0.180 0.709 1.089 1.370 1.784 1.784 1.983
(l 0.450 0.408 0.366 0.331 0.275 0.275 0.249
Natural Frequency
roc 7.385 3.254 3.195 3.064 3.051 3.047 3.049
Configuration Number 15 16 17 18 19 20
Equilibrium Position
82 (rad.) 1.579 1.578 1.578 1.577 1.577 1.576
8 1(rad.) 0.424 0.424 0.424 0.424 0.424 0.423
II (in) 141.013 141.051 141.078 141.094 141.114 141.155
Equilibrium Forces
Fcx (Ibi) 0.025 0.023 0.021 0.020 0.019 0.018
Fcy (Ibi) -0.085 -0.095 -0.108 -0.121 -0.135 -0.151
T (Ibi) 0.089 0.098 0.110 0.123 0.136 0.152
Rotational Stiffness
KR 1.17 0.68 0.92 0.83 0.77 0.72
Sag Parameters
J3 2.142 2.329 2.551 2.679 2.821 2.979
(l 0.228 0.205 0.180 0.166 0.152 0.136
Natural Frequency
roc 3.047 3.046 3.043 3.036 3.030 3.023
FIgure A2-1 Numerical Values for Slowly Movmg LIght Cable
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Configuration Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
EqUilibrium Position
92 (rad.) 3.123 2.767 2.581 2.414 2.248 2.075 1.896
9, (rad.) 0.015 0.276 0.368 0.423 0.454 0.466 0.462
I, (in) 71.018 77.955 85.589 93.953 103.101 113.013 123.374
Equilibrium Forces
Fcx (lbf) 95.489 4.705 3.156 2.398 1.867 1.406 0.946
Fev (lbf) 1.259 1.152 1.022 0.866 0.678 0.454 0.196
T (lbf) 95.497 4.844 3.317 2.549 1.986 1.477 0.966
Rotational Stiffness
KR 24643.68 182089 86608 42099 18504 6522 1503
Sag Parameters
~ 0.002 0.037 0.058 0.082 0.114 0.165 0.268
a 0.015 0.280 0.376 0.436 0.470 0.482 0.474
Natural Frequency
roc 36.643 99.364 68.364 47.560 31.500 18.782 9.353
Configuration Number 8 9 10 11 . 12 13 14
Equilibrium Position
92 (rad.) 1.744 1.674 1.647 1.633 1.624 1.618 1.613
9, (rad.) 0.448 0.439 0.435 0.433 0.431 0.430 0.429
I, (in) 132.000 135.860 13.350 138.120 138.600 138.940 139.210
Equilibrium Forces
Fcx (lbf) 0.531 0.328 0.246 0.203 0.176 0.157 0.143
Fev (lbf) -0.036 -0.154 -0.217 -0.266 -0.313 -0.361 -0.413
T (lbf) 0.533 0.363 0.328 0.335 0.359 0.394 0.437
Rotational Stiffness
KR 794.46 14.29 4.92 2.91 2.08 1.63 1.36
Sag Parameters
~ 0.513 0.859 0.113 1.416 1.639 1.841 2.028
a 0.445 0.405 0.448 0.331 0.300 0.272 0.246
Natural Frequency
roc 4.460 3.388 3.169 3.084 3.035 2.991 2.965
Configuration Number 15 16 17 18 19 20
Equilibrium Position
92 (rad.) 1.609 1.606 1.603 1.601 1.598 1.597
91(rad.) 0.429 0.428 0.428 0.427 0.427 0.427
I, (in) 139.410 139.590 139.730 139.860 139.970 140.070
Equilibrium Forces
Fcx (lbf) 0.132 0.123 0.115 0.109 0.103 0.098
Fev (lbf) -0.468 -0.528 -0.594 -0.666 -0.745 -0.881
T (lbf) 0.486 0.542 0.605 0.675 0.752 0.886
RotationalStiffness
KR 1.16 1.03 0.92 0.84 0.77 0.72
Sag Parameters
~ 2.201 2.366 2.534 2.676 2.834 2.982
a 0.224 0.203 0.184 0.168 0.152 0.137
Natural Frequency
roc 2.935 2.905 2.876 2.845 2.813 2.780
Figure A2-2 NumerICal Values for Slowly Movmg MedIUm Weight Cable
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Configuration Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Equilibrium Position
92 (rad.) 3.131 2.775 2.597 2.440 2.291 2.152 2.029
91 (rad.) 0.009 0.271 0.362 0.416 0.448 0.463 0.466
II (in) 71.006 77.677 84.903 92.619 100.660 108.598 115.728
Equilibrium Forces
Fcx (Ibt) 195.097 5.991 4.102 3.203 2.602 2.129 1.737
Fcy (lbt) 0.860 0.702 0.513 0.292 0.037 -0.243 -0.527
T (lbt) 195.099 6.032 4.134 3.216 2.602 2.142 1.815
Rotational Stiffness
KR 3328.14 1068.52 535.34 287.28 149.65 73.99 35.90
Sag Parameters
~ 0.005 0.156 0.242 0.331 0.436 0.571 0.744
a 0.009 0.273 0.367 0.422 0.450 0.457 0.445
lVaturalFrequen~
COc 42.073 23.633 16.605 12.120 8.795 6.348 4.711
Configuration Number 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Equilibrium Position
92 (rad.) 1.931 1.861 1.812 1.775 1.747 1.725 1.707
91(rad.) 0.464 0.459 0.455 0.451 0.448 0.445 0.443
II (in) 121.345 125.367 128.205 130.266 131.823 133.073 134.088
Equilibrium Forces
Fcx (Ibt) 1.430 1.206 1.047 0.931 0.843 0.774 0.719
Fcy (Ibt) -0.792 -1.033 -1.262 -1.491 -1.729 -1.985 -2.260
T (lbt) 1.635 1.588 1.640 1.758 1.923 2.130 2.371
Rotational Stiffness
KR 18.67 11.09 7.48 5.56 4.41 3.66 3.14,
Sag Parameters
~ 0.949 1.165 1.375 1.575 1.761 1.939 2.108
a 0.420 0.388 0.356 0.324 0.295 0.269 0.244
lVatural Frequen~
COc 3.762 3.254 2.968 2.785 2.654 2.548 2.456
Configuration Number 15 16 17 18 19 20
Equilibrium Position
92 (rad.) 1.691 1.678 1.667 1.657 1.648 1.640
91(rad.) 0.441 0.439 0.437 0.436 0.435 0.434
II (in) 134.938 135.662 136.285 136.835 137.313 137.741
Equilibrium Forces
Fcx (lbt) 0.672 0.633 0.600 0.570 0.544 0.521
Fcy (Ibt) -2.559 -2.886 -3.243 -3.635 -4.064 -4.536
T (Ibt) 2.646 2.954 3.298 3.679 4.101 4.565
Rotational Stiffness
KR 2.76 2.47 2.24 2.05 1.89 1.76
Sag Parameters
~ 2.269 2.423 2.573 2.718 2.860 2.998
a 0.222 0.202 0.184 0.167 0.152 0.138
lVatural Frequency
COc 2.374 2.297 2.223 2.152 2.083 2.015
Figure A2-3 Numerical Values for Slowly Movmg Heavy Cable
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So Fex Fey (0
40.0000 38.7319 1.1402 2.9117
45.5970 1.2695 1.2995 1.8938
51.9771 0.8863 1.4814 1.2838
59.2500 0.7148 1.6886 0.8936
67.5404 0.6116 1.9249 0.6332
76.9909 0.5405 2.1943 0.4543
87.7638 0.4877 2.50~3 0.3294
100.0441 0.4465 2.8513 0.2408
114.0427 0.4130 3.2502 0.1771
130.0000 0.3852 3.7050 0.1309
Table A3-1 Case 1
So Fex Fey (0
72.1110 21.5027 30.2288 0.8951
72.6385 3.0370 2.6972 0.8374
73.1700 2.1612 1.4516 0.7891
73.7052 1.7745 0.9176 0.7484
74.2443 1.5449 0.6074 0.7134
74.7875 1.3887 0.3998 0.6828
75.3346 1.2739 0.2486 0.6557
75.8857 1.1850 0.1319 0.6314
76.4408 1.1135 0.0381 0.6094
77.0000 1.0544 -0.0398 0.5893
Table A3-2 Case 3
~o Fex Fey T 82 81 11 kr (0
62.0693 100.7577 149.4688 180.2582 0.9809 0.9831 745.3325 293.3441 2.118
63.2862 129.7861 226.6160 261.1498 0.5141 1.0541 760.1769 112778 13.4617
64.5270 137.9230 255.9454 290.7418 0.3092 1.0795 775.1671 201417 18.0486
65.7921 144.5112 279.4204 314.5779 0.1415 1.0962 790.4354 271803 20.8859
Table A3-3 Case 6
SO Fex Fey T 82 81 11 kr (0
62.0693 100.7577 149.4688 180.2582 0.9809 0.9831 745.3325 293.3441 2.118
63.2862 129.7861 226.6160 261.1498 0.5141 1.0541 760.1769 112778 13.4617
64.5270 137.9230 255.9454 290.7418 0.3092 1.0795 775.1671 201417 18.0486
65.7921 144.5112 279.4204 314.5779 0.1415 1.0962 790.4354 271803 20.8859
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SO Fex Fey T 82 81 11 kr co
57.0464 76.1097 151.2114 169.2855 1.0980 1.1088 684.9904 352.0138 2.2061
58.5368 94.8734 236.3320 254.6640 0.5911 1.1947 703.112 148354.33 15.4373
60.0661 96.9314 263.4902 280.7540 0.3602 1.2204 721.5516 254247.86 20.1709
61.6353 98.4294 283.2744 299.8879 0.1683 1.2383 740.4549 330106.85 22.978
SO Fex 252.975 T 82 81 11 kr co
53.2143 51.0825 152.9510 161.2558 1.2365 1.2514 638.9579 416.8094 2.2708
55.0233 57.9848 252.9750 259.5353 0.6814 1.3468 660.9222 185017.87 17.2473
56.8938 53.9693 275.7796 281.0108 0.4218 1.3786 683.445 315365.41 22.5769
58.8278 51.2225 289.5572 294.0529 0.2011 1.3967 706.712 393523.94 25.1029
SO Fex Fey T 82 81 11 kr co
50.7988 26.1281 158.7838 160.9191 1.3878 1.4092 609.9543 554.6366 2.3754
52.9576 15.7867 284.2331 284.6712 0.7848 1.5156 636.1694 229101.39 19.2942
55.2080 6.4557 296.5212 296.5915 0.4942 1.5491 663.2327 363037.39 24.2236
57.5542 1.5048 299.6315 299.6353 0.2405 1.5658 691.4264 442492.57 26.7126
Table A3-4 Case 7
=53
Fcx1 Fcx3 Fcy1 Fcy2 Hl Vl H3 I V3 81 83 8
40. 61.42 36.864 36.8844 549.690 50.30st 2.6831 39.9924 35.85441 49.8937 1.503 0.9477 ·1.4241
40. 55.285 86.288 86.287 449.9231 150.0761 7.543 39.351 27.467 48.021 1.3814 1.051 -1.04
40.0000I49.142 106.503 106.503 375.261 224.7391 10.928 38.5387 21.01 44.471 1.294~ 1.129 ..().615
40. 43.000 116.286 116.285 323.634 276.365 13.529 37.697 16.671 39.688 1.226 1.1731 ..().200
40. 36.8571 127.020 127.019 274.498 325.501 16.793 36.354 13.402 34.385 1.1381 1.1991 0.1981
40. 30.714 136.005 136.005 219.564 380.415 21.0411 34.064 10.348 28.9677 1.017 1.2277 0.534
!"'!'!!' 24.571 135.823 135.822 161.125 438.873 25.732 30.6651 7.273 23.514 0.872 1.270 0.796~~ 18.428 123.3431 123.342 106.972 493.027 30.132 26.343 4.48 17.911 0.71 1.3257 1.0040. 12.285 100.186' 100.18 62.13 537.863 33.861 21.325 2.2541 12.1027 0.562 1.3867 1.1721
40. 6.142 69.779 69.780 28.937 571.063 36.760 15.7951 0.746 6.11OE 0.405 1.4492 1.318S
Table A3-5a Case 8
S1 S3 col co2 co3
40.0000 61.4286 1.3020 7.3287 27.2412
40.0000 55.2857 1.1836 21.6258 29.7681
40.0000 49.1429 1.0776 25.3981 39.0506
40.0000 43.0000 0.9958 25.0377 43.7319
40.0000 36.8571 0.9679 24.4157 43.3908
40.0000 30.7143 0.9493 21.9043 39.7390
40.0000 24.5714 0.9171 19.1148 37.7635
40.0000 18.4286 0.8038 19.5657 38.3973
40.0000 12.2857 0.6349 21.6247 39.5372
40.0000 6.1429 0.4799 22.1877 39.0031
Table A3-5b Case 8
172
SO Fex Fey T 92 11 91 _ Kr ro
30.0000 1438.7368 73.4396 1440.6540 2.9854 361.9424 0.0516 46353.6336 8.6822
32.8571 295.3795 57.1803 301.0427 2.4535 394.7272 0.1943 485042.6667 27.9997
35.7143 162.6907 38.7645 167.4841 2.1278 428.8367 0.2398 659162.1875 32.6397
38.5714 77.0677 18.7981 79.5946 1.8383 462.9803 0.2527 575141.6656 30.5063
41.4286 4.8418 0.0567 4.9920 1.5869 492.8901 0.2459 682.0480 2.4346
Table A3-6 Case 9
Table A3-7a Case 10
51 53 Fcx1 Fcx3 Fcy1 I Fcy3 Hl Vi H3 V3 91 93 B
35. 5. 172.300 172.300 67.07351 532.9258 32.578 12.8577 1.541 4.767 0.3759 1.2581 0.933E
30. 10. 261.831 261.832 137.26261 462.7372 26.557 14.0047 4.933 8.721 0.4851 1.055 0.5551
25. 15. 319.420 319.420 216.59641 383.4031 20.703 14.0771 9.6151 11.54 0.5971 0.87 0.255'
'20' 20. 339.342 339.342 3ooS3oo.000 15.000 13.2798 15.000 13.279 0.72 0.72 0.00~ 25.00 319.420 319.420 9.6151 11.5494 20.703 14.0771 0.87 0.5971 -0.25541~ 383.4031 216.596~ ~ 261.832 261.831 462.737 137.262 4.933 8.7212 26.557 14.0047 1.056 0.4851 -0.5551.~ 35. 172.300 172.300 534.4061 67.073 1.541 4.767 32.578 12.8577 1.2581 0.375 -0.93391
Cx Cy rol ro2 ro3
35.5186 8.8126 0.7957 24.7795 40.2082
30.8173 11.3630 1.2383 21.4897 39.9921
25.5442 12.8133 1.6062 19.0992 41.5224
20.0000 13.2798 1.9407 24.8358 51.3055
14.4558 12.8133 1.6062 19.0991 41.5224
9.1827 11.3630 1.2383 21.4897 39.9921
4.4814 8.8126 0.7957 24.7795 40.2085
Table A3-7b Case 10
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